
) MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
HUMAN SERVICES AND AGING COMMITTEE 

MONTANA STATE 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

February 11, 1985 

The meeting of the Human Services and Aging Committee was 
called to order by Chairperson Nancy Keenan on February 
11, 1985 at 3:00 p.m. in Room 312-2 of the State Capitol. 

ROLL CALL: All members were present. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 646: Hearing commenced on House Bill No. 
646. Representative Rapp-Svrcek, District #51, sponsor of 
the bill, stated an act defining "organic food" and re
quiring accurate labeling of organic food; providing for 
remedies was needed. 

Proponents included Al Kurki, representing the Alternative 
Energy Resources Organization, who stated their support 
of this bill is based on consumer confidence in organic 
products to be justifiably low and that there is a growing 
concern about food safety. Kurki's testimony is attached 
as Exhibit 1. Richard Thieltges, a farmer from Chester 
indicated that the demand for organic products in Montana 
was low but the potential to develop organic products in 
Montana was good. Roland Pratt, representing the Montana 
Restaurant Association stated that truth in lending was 
the best policy. Bob Quinn, a rancher dealing in organic 
grain distribution ships products to California and is 
encouraged to develop this shipping to other states. Mr. 
Quinn supplied Exhibit 2. Jim Barngrover, representing 
the Lifeline Produce Partnership in the Bitterroot Valley 
said that ultimately an organic producer is dependent 
upon the health of their soil. Since an organic producer 
cannot use chemical fertilizers or chemical pesticides 
it requires stewardship to keep an operation productive 
and profitable. Exhibit 3 explains further Mr. Barngrover's 
desires. Louann Crowley commented on the good quality of 
food produced from organic products. 

There were no further proponents and opponents present. 
Representative Rapp-Svrcek was then excused by the 
Chairman. 

Representative Gould asked Mr. Barngrover to supply a 
copy of an article which was recently published by his 
company to be sent to the Committee. Representative 
Wallin questioned organic tomatoe products. Represen
tative asked for further explanation on eggs and cows. 
Representative Bradley questioned packaged foods and 
their labeling. Representative Phillips questioned the 
injunctive relief. 
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HOUSE BILL NO. 318: Hearing commenced on House Bill No. 
318. Representative Hammond, District #52, sponsor of the 
bill stated that an act revising the insurance law relating 
to freedom of choice of health practitioners by adding 
acupuncturists to the list of practitioners was needed. 

Opponents included Bruce Loble supplied the written 
testimony of Robert J. Steil and is attached as Exhibit 
4. John Alke, representing the Montana Physicians Service 
indicated that a crisis on the cost of health care 
would result. Bill Jensen, an attorney representing Blue 
Cross of Montana indicated that if a physician instructed 
the use of an acupuncturist in his diagnosis the cost 
would be covered by Blue Cross. 

There being no further proponents or opponents, Represen
tative Hammond was excused by the Chairperson. 

Representative Gould questioned the cost effectiveness. 

There being no further discussion on House Bill No. 318, 
the hearing was closed. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 435: Hearing commenced on House Bill No. 
435. Representative Brown, District #46, sponsor of the 
bill said that the naturopathic health care practice act 
which provides for the regulation of naturopathic health 
care; establishing a board of naturopathic doctors for 
the licensure and regulation of naturopathic doctors 
providing for the administration of the act and including 
provisions for setting fees by the board and establishing 
penalties for violations was needed. 

Proponent Dr. Michael Bergkamp said that naturopathic 
medicine is a holistic approach to health. Exhibit 5 
indicates his support. David Briggs said that Montana 
needed an alternative or freedom of choice for health 
care. Dr. Russell Marz of Great Falls indicated his 
support. Corinna Beatty, a massage therapist indicated 
her support of this bill. Michael Graff, Lewis and 
Clark County Attorney and former patient of a naturopathic 
doctor told of his experience and the benefits received 
from such treatment. Linda and Paul Wrenns, residents 
of Great Falls told of their experiences with this service. 
Reverend Torn Devon was greatly aided by naturopathic 
treatment. Johannah Reilly of Hamilton indicated her 
support. 

Opponents included Bruce Loble supplied testimony from 
Robert Steil and is attached as Exhibit 6. Bill Jensen, 
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representing Blue Cross, indicates, as displayed in 
Exhibit 7, there is only so much money available for health 
care. It is not uncommon now to pay up to $180.00 per 
month for family group coverage. The public can little 
stand further increases. Every benefit you mandate takes 
an additional cut out of the health care pie. Jerome 
Loendorf, representing the Montana Medical Association 
indicated his opposing. John Alke, associated with the 
Montana Physicians Service indicated his opposing. Roland 
Pratt, representing the Montana Optometric Association 
indicated his opposing. Clay Edwards, president of the 
Montana Chapter of the American Physical Therapy Association 
indicates that naturopathic physicians do not have an 
adequate knowledge base in physical therapy to be competent 
in treating the public. Exhibit 8 indicates his testi
mony. Dr. Gary Blom, a Helena chiropractor indicated 
his opposition. Jack McMann, M.D. also opposes this 
legislation. Frank J. Davis, representing the Montana 
State Pharmaceutical Association stated that as pharmacists 
they would like to see the issues of dispensing and 
prescribing medication clearly stated in this bill. 
Exhibit 9 indicates Davis's testimony. William Leary, 
associated with the Montana Hospital Association states 
his opposition. Dr. Michael Bergkamp supplied written 
testimonial from George Cloutier, M.D., A. Thomas Rasmussen, 
Timothy A. Binder, Brent Mathieu and Stephen Forte. This 
testimonial is attached as Exhibits 10. 

There were no further proponents and opponents present. 
Representative Brown was then excused by the Chairperson. 
Ms. Brown supplied a break-down of this bill and is 
attached as Exhibit 11. 

HOUSE BILL NO. 409: Hearing commenced on House Bill No. 
409. Representative Hansen, District #57, sponsor of the 
bill indicated that an act removing the authority of the 
Board of Nursing to set qualification requirements by 
rule for applicants for nursing licenses was needed. 

Proponents Linda Smith and Tana Casper indicated their 
support of this bill as did Grant Whinn. Joyce Asay, a 
hospital administrator of Rosebud Community Hospital and 
Nursing Home in Forsyth indicated that an adverse effect 
on the nursing in small rural hospitals and nursing homes 
could occur. Exhibit 12 indicates Ms. Asay's support. 
Dorothy Gregory of the Rosebud Community Hospital, sup
plying Exhibit 13, stated that the cost of nursing educa
tion will be increased. Arthur A. Gregory, supplying 
Exhibit 14, indicates his support. Marilyn Kanta, Exhibit 
15, indicates that with her experience in small rural 
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hospitals feels the four year level of entry adversely 
effects the areas in which she is most experienced. 
Jean Clary indicates her support of this bill. Exhibit 
16 indicates the support of Carolyn Squires, representing 
the Montana LPN Association. Richard Brown and Hebe Chest
nut indicate their support. William Leary, 'representing 
the Montana Hospital Association wants amendments with this 
bill. Gail Michelloti indicated her support. 

Opponents included Donna Small, representing the Board of 
Nursing, states that this bill would serious Iv limit the 
Board of Nursing's authority to regulate the licensing of 
nurses. Exhibit 17 indicates her opposition. Barbara 
Simonsen, presenting Exhibit 18, indicated that the Board 
had long maintained a reputation for thinking through, 
planning and allowing all citizens to have input into 
rules and regulations relating to nursing practice. 
Trudy Malone, representing the Montana Nurses' Association, 
as indicated in Exhibit 19, stated that the Association is 
studying a proposal that for 1992, all persons entering the 
nursing profession as a registered nurse will have graduated 
from an approved nursing school and granted a bachelor's 
degree in nursing and all persons entering the profession 
as licensed practical nurses will have graduated from an 
approved school of practical nursing with an associate 
degree in nursing. Sharon Dieziger, representing the 
Montana Nurses' Association, as indicated in Exhibit 20, 
stated that the Association has always prided itself in 
their effort to speak to nursing issues, health care issues 
and to respond always as a consumer advocate with one 
united voice. Gretchen Nitzgerald made opposition to 
this bill.' Shirley A. Thennis, in her testimony in Exhibit 
21, stated that the Board of Nursing functions for consumer 
protection. Michelle Wing, supplying Exhibits 22, supplied 
signed petitions voicing opposition to this bill. Doris 
Henson states in Exhibit 23 that there is no basis for 
our self-regulation ability to be dimished by House Bill 
No. 409. Lee Christie stated that it is crucial to the 
public health and safety of Montana citizens that the 
nursing profession be permitted to maintain its professional 
autonomy and assert the specialized knowledge of nursing 
practice, education and service through the Board authority 
to establish and define professional standards for the 
qualification requirements for the practice of nursing. 
Exhibit 24 indicates Ms. Christie's opposition. Cathleen 
Manion indicated her opposition as did Representative Toni 
Bergene. Tana Casper, Linda Smith, Gretchen Nitzgerald, 
Donald E. Pizzini, Alice Langel supplied written testimony 
to this bill and is attached as Exhibits 25. Representative 
Cohen supplied Maura Fields testimony, and is attached as 
Exhibit 26. 
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There being no further proponents or opponents, Representative 
Hansen closed the hearing. 

There being no further discussion on House Bill No. 409, 
the hearing was closed. 

Questions arose from Representative Phillips in the definition 
of AMA. Representative Simon questioned the outcome of a study. 
Representative Cohen discussed the 1992 four year degrees. 

EXECUTIVE SESSION 

ACTION ON HOUSE BILL NO. 605: A motion was made by Represen
tative Connolly and seconded by Representative Darko to DO 
PASS the Statement of Intent associated with House Bill No. 
605. A unanimous vote of DO PASS was taken. 

ADJOURN: There being no further business before the Com
mittee, the meeting was adjourned at 7:20 p.m. 
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Dear Sir: 
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Robert M. Quinn 
Ferry Rt. P.O. Box 808 

Big Sandy, Montana 59520 
(406) 378-3105 

February 11, 1985 

My name is Bob Quinn. I farm and ranch near Big Sandy and also 
am the owner of Montana Wheat & Flour Inc. I am thankful to have 
this opportunity to appear before you today to speak in support 
of HB 646 which defines what is an organically grown food 
product. 

I am a licensed and bonded commodity dealer and during the past 
year and a half I have been buying locally grown selected 
varieties of high protein spring wheat. After cleaning and 
bagging this grain, I have been shipping it to whole grain and 
natural food bakeries in California. 

During the past six months I have had several requests for 
organically grown wheat. As a result I have begun to ship 
limited quantities of organic wheat to California. There appears 
to be quite an interest in Montana's organically grown products 
by the larger markets in this country. 

From my perspective as a commodity dealer it would be a great 
advantage to have a law such as HB 646 on the books. From the 
buyer's view a uniform definition of what constitutes 
"organically grown" would provide little room for assumptions or 
confusion about what fits the definition and what does not. I 
think this would improve grower and seller relationships because 
there would be little room for argument. This would also help in 
marketing out of state because potential customers would know 
that we are using a standard definition of "organically grown" in 
Montana. Since this definition is very similar to definitions 
used in other states, potential buyers would know exactly what 
they are getting. This bill would also remove any disadvantage 
the growers Montana may have when compared to growers in states 
where the definitions are clearly drawn and understood. I feel 
potential buyers would be more likely to buy from areas where 
there is a uniform standard compared to areas where none now 
exists. 

In summary, in order to establish a uniform definition as to what 
constitutes organically grown, to eliminate misunderstanding and 
misleading statements, and to promote production of high quality 
products in Montana which will be in demand in the market place, 
I urge you to pass HB 646. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Sincere;~~ 

;l74fl~~t;!~rU 
Robert M. Quinn 
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STATEMENT ON HB 318 

My name is Robert Steil. I am appearing here today on 

behalf of the Health Insurance Association of America, a national 

trade association that represents 350 private health insurance 

companies, which are responsible for about 85% of the health 

insurance written by insurance companies in the United States. 

I am here to express our opposition to House Bill 318, which 

would require health insurance policies to provide that an 

insured is to have freedom of choice in the selection of a duly 

licensed acupuncturist for treatment of any illness or injury 

within the scope and limitations of his practice. 

This bill is representative of what is referred to as 

mandated benefit legisJation. 

Here, the mandate is that the expenses resulting from 

services of a certain class of providers are to be covered 

expenses for the purposes of health insurance policies. Other 

types of mandated benefit laws include required reimbursement for 

the treatment of specified illnesses and conditions and the 

required extension of coverage to certain groups. 

The number of mandated benefit laws which have been enacted 

by the legislatures of the various states has increased markedly 

over the last ten years. We have traditionally opposed these 

laws because, as studies have shown, they have the very serious 

potential for raising total expenditures for health care, 

increasing the cost of insurance, generating unnecessary 

utilization of services and heightening the maldistribution of 

manpower. They also tend to increase the cost of employee 



benp-fits, provide unnecessary services and dilute the quality of 

care. 

At this point, I would like to focus on health care expendi

tures and insurance costs. As everyone knows, much concern 

presently exists over the alarming increase in health care costs. 

As mentioned earlier, it is our position that mandated benefit 

laws have played a significant role in this increase. Studies 

have generally shown that any sort of extension of coverage, 

including the mandating of such extension, results in an increase 

in the price and level of utilization of covered services, and, 

therefore, an increase in total expenditures for health care. 

This, then, results in an increase in the cost of health 

insurance in that benefit payments must increase to keep up with 

the increase in costs, and premiums must be increased in order to 

assist in offsetting the increase in benefit payments. In 

addition, not only are there these readily apparent cost effects 

but there are also what could be described as "hidden costs" 

which would result. These would be a company's increased 

administrative costs, which would include the preparing and 

filing of multiple policy forms conforming to the diverse 

requirements of the various states. 

All of this is especially significant when one takes note of 

the fact that mandated henefits have been found to represent 

between 10% and 20% of the cost of policy premiums. 

Further, we would point out that the majority of health 

insurance, which is written is group in nature, with most of that 

appearing in the form of benefits offered to employees by 
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employers. As premiums increase so, therefore, do the costs of 

doing business for employers. In fact, studies done by employee 

benefit consultants have shown that mandated benefits increase 

health insurance costs by from 13% to 18% for businesses which 

are not self-insured. As a result, in order to escape the 

negative impact of mandated benefit laws, many employers, 

especially larger ones, are turning to self-insured plans, 

thereby avoiding the application of insurance laws, including 

those mandating benefits, by virtue of the ERISA pre-emption for 

self-insured employee benefit plans. In a recent survey, the 

results of which appeared in the Jan. 28 edition of Business 

Insurance magazine, it was found that, for the first time, 

employers self-funding their plans outnumber those whose plans 

are fully insured. Of the companies surveyed, the number 

choosing the self-funding alternative increased from 19% in 1980 

to 57% in 1984. Self-funding, of course, has the negative effect 

of leaving those included in such plans unprotected by insurance 

regulation against such things as the plan's insolvency and also 

results in a loss of revenue to the states since self-insured 

plans are not subject to premium tax liability. 

Many smaller employers, who are often unable to self-insure, 

and many people possessing individual insurance are choosing to 

either severely cut back on their insurance, or do without it 

altogether. 

In addition to the negative cost implications of mandated 

benefit laws, we oppose them because we feel that they impose a 

governmental judgment in a place where individual judgment should 
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be followed. It is our belief that those bearing the burden of 

insurance costs, and the insurance buying public, should have the 

opportunity to select and negotiate for the level and type of 

benefits they desire. Somewhat ironically, laws such as the one 

which would require recognition of the services of acupuncturists 

are referred to as freedom of choice laws. The irony which 

exists comes from the fact that the freedom to choose desired 

coverage has been taken from those purchasing the coverage and 

has been placed in the hands of legislators, often at the 

specific behest of providers attempting to further their own 

self-interest and financial well-being, requiring the 

insurance-buying public to pay for coverage it neither wants nor 

needs. 

All of the foregoing concerns combine to cause us to oppose 

the legislation being considered here. In addition, we would 

urge you to consider whether there is a need for the legislation 

here. That is, does there exist, in Montana, an unrnet need for 

the services of acupuncturists which would be met by enacting 

this legislation? We would submit that there is not. We have 

found that the practitioners are, in effect, creating their own 

demand. We would suggest that, in order to conclude that there 

is such a need, you would have to find that there are a 

significant number of citizens of the state of Montana who are 

foregoing any treatment for whatever condition is affecting them 

only because their insurance coverage will not reimburse them for 

the service of acupuncturists, even though they could choose to 
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undergo treatment offered by other providers which would result 

in covered expense. 

We have found that the services rendered by practitioners 

such as these are so radically different, by virtue of the 

difference in training ana philosophy, that they are very often 

received by a patient, in addition to, rather than in lieu of 

corresponding treatment by other recognized practitioners. This 

being the case, no unmet need exists since treatment is already 

being rendered by other practitioners. Thus, at best, even if 

the services of these practitioners were utilized, they would 

probably be used in addition to, instead of in lieu of, 

corresponding treatment by other practitioners. This, of course, 

would result in additional costs being incurred as a result of 

extension of coverage to these services. 

In addition, you should consider how services rendered by 

these practitioners would contribute to the quality of patient 

care and the overall health of Montana's citizenry. Would your 

citizens gain benefits by enactment of this legislation 

sufficient to offset all of the significant negative implications 

previously described? In this regard, you must consider the 

quality of care for which recognition would be mandated. Indeed, 

we would suggest that you should consider the scientific training 

involved in these areas of practice, along with the degree of 

education required. Are these practitioners able, or willing to 

make a differential diagnosis and refer patients urgently 

requiring lifesaving treatment to appropriate practitioners or 

hospitals with the skills and facilities necessary to provide 
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that treatment? This is especially significant in view of the 

fact that these practitioners publicly indicate their willingness 

and capacity to heal virtually all human illnesses. 

Therefore, in light of the foregoing, we would reiterate our 

opposition to the passage of House Bill 318. Thank you for 

providing me with the opportunity to testify here today. 
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EXHIBJtjQu~e Bill 435 I 
2/11/ Hlllllan Services 2/1 85 

were prcpared by the Dept. of occupational and Professional Licensing and provide that II 
the Dept. carries out duties that were erroneously assigned to the Board's secretary

treasurer throughout the bill. I apologize for the necessity o'f'these amendments .. "---- I 
You have each been sent a letter by Dr. Michael Bergkamp explaining the need for 

I this bill. The Mt. Assn. of Naturopathic Doctors seeks passage of House Bill 435 to 

achieve needed legal recognition and regulation of the profession of naturopathy. For I 
those of you who weren't on this committee last session when a similar bill was brought 

before us, I'd like to let you know that naturopathic medicine is a holistic approach 

to health. It seeks to promote health through education and the rational use of 

natural agents. Naturopathic medicine originated in the united States around 1900 

but actually has been alive as long as people have used food, plants, water, thought, 

air, light -- the forces of nature -- to heal themselves. Dr. Ber~kamp is here to 

explain it further and answer your questions later. 

House Bill 435 states that naturopathy in Montana is recognized as a distinct 

health care profession, providing for the public's freedom of choice in health care. 

It must be regulated, because its practice affects the public health, safety and welfarel 

The bill creates a board to examine and license Naturopathic Doctors and to 

establish educational requirements and professional standards. It allows Naturopathic II 
Doctors to diagnose and treat disease by the methods taught them in approved colleges. 

They are restricted from prescribing federally-controlled substances, performing 

most surgery, and from using radiation as a method of treatment. 

Today everyone is concerned with health, prevention of disease, and out-of-sight 

health care costs. I believe that naturopathic medicine has a growing importance in ~ 

the health care continulllll, and that its practice should be regulated to protect 

health care conSlllllers in Montana. I hope that the committee may give favorable 

consideration to House Bill 435, and I have other proponents. 
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STATEMENT ON HB 435 

My name is Robert Steil. I am appearing here today on 

behalf of the Health Insurance Association of America, a national 

trade association that represents 350 private health insurance 

companies, which are responsible for about 85% of the health 

insurance written by insurance companies in the United States. 

I am here to express our opposition to House Bill 435, 

which, among other things, would prohibit health insurance 

companies and health service corporations from discriminating 

against services provided by a naturopathic doctor and from 

refusing valid claims submitted by persons for services rendered 

by a naturopathic doctor. In the event you conclude that the 

other provisions of the bill are such as to warrant its passage, 

we would urge you to amend the bill, by deleting Section 8 in its 

entirety. 

This bill is representative of what is referred to as 

mandated benefit legislation. 

Here, the mandate is that the expenses resulting from 

services of a certain class of providers are to be covered 

expenses for the purposes of health insurance policies. Other 

types of mandated benefit laws include required reimbursement for 

the treatment of specified illnesses and conditions and the 

required extension of coverage to certain groups. 

The number of mandated benefit laws which have been enacted 

by the legislatures of the various states has increased rnarkedlv 

over the last ten years. We have traditionally opposed these 

laws because, as studies have shown, they have the very serious 



potential for raising total expenditures for health care, 

increasing the cost of insurance, generating unnecessary 

utilization of services and heightening the maldistribution of 

manpower. They also tend to increase the cost of employee 

benefits, provide unnecessary services and dilute the qualitv of 

care. 

At this point, r would like to focus on health care expendi

tures and insurance costs. As everyone knows, much concern 

presently exists over the alarming increase in health care costs. 

As mentioned earlier, it is our position that mandated benefit 

laws have played a significant role in this increase. Studies 

have generally shown that any sort of extension of coverage, 

including the mandating of such extension, results in an increase 

in the price and level of utilization of covered services, and, 

therefore, an increase in total expenditures for health care. 

This, then, results in an increase in the cost of health 

insurance in that benefit payments must increase to keep up with 

the increase in costs, and premiums must be increased in order to 

assist in offsetting the increase in benefit payments. In 

addition, not only are there these readily apparent cost effects 

but there are also what could be described as "hidden costs" 

which would result. These would be a company's increased 

administrative costs, which would include the preparing and 

filing of multiple policy forms conforming to the diverse 

requirements of the various states. 

-2-



All of this is especially significant when one takes note of 

the fact that mandated benefits have been found to represent 

between 10% and 20% of the cost of policy premiums. 

Further, we would point out that the majority of health 

insurance, which is written is group in nature, with most of that 

appearing in the form of benefits offered to employees by 

employers. As premiums increase so, therefore, do the costs of 

doing business for employers. In fact, studies done by employee 

benefit consultants have shown that mandated benefits increase 

health insurance costs by from 13% to 18% for businesses which 

are not self-insured. As a result, in order to escape the 

negative impact of mandated benefit laws, many employers, 

especially larger ones, are turning to self-insured plans, 

thereby avoiding the application of insurance laws, including 

those mandating benefits, by virtue of the ERISA pre-emption for 

self-insured employee benefit plans. In a recent survey, the 

results of which appeared in the Jan. 28 edition of Business 

Insurance magazine, it was found that, for the first time, 

employers self-funding their plans outnumber those whose plans 

are fully insured. Of the companies surveyed, the number 

choosing the self-funding alternative increased from 19% in 1980 

to 57% in 1984. Self-funding, of course, has the negative effect 

of leaving those included in such plans unprotected by insurance 

regulation against such things as the plan's insolvency and also 

results in a loss of revenue to the states since self-insured 

plans are not subject to premium tax liability. 
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Many smaller employers, who are often unable to self-insure, 

and many people possessing individual insurance are choosing to 

either severely cut back on their insurance, or do without it 

altogether. 

In addition to the negative cost implications of mandated 

benefit laws, we oppose them because we feel that they impose a 

governmental judgment in a place where individual judgment should 

be followed. It is our belief that those bearing the burden of 

insurance costs, and the insurance buying public, should have the 

opportunity to select and negotiate for the level and type of 

benefits they desire. Somewhat ironically, laws such as the one 

which would require recognition of the services of naturopaths 

are referred to as freedom of choice laws. The irony which 

exists comes from the fact that the freedom to choose desired 

coverage has been taken from those purchasing the coverage and 

has been placed in the hands of legislators, often at the 

specific behest of providers attempting to further their own 

self-interest and financial well-being, requiring the 

insurance-buying public to pay for coverage it neither wants nor 

needs. 

All of the foregoing concerns combine to cause us to oppose 

the legislation being considered here. In addition, we would 

urge you to consider whether there is a need for the legislation 

here. That is, does there exist, in Montana, an unmet need for 

the services of naturopaths which would be met by enacting this 

legislation? We would submit that there is not. We have found 

that the practitioners are, in effect, creating their own demand. 
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We would suggest that, in order to conclude that there is such a 

need, you would have to find that there are a significant number 

of citizens of the state of Montana who are foregoing any 

treatment for whatever condition is affecting them only because 

their insurance coverage will not reimburse them for the service 

of naturopaths, even though they could choose to undergo 

treatment offered by other providers which would result in 

covered expense. 

We have found that the services rendered by practitioners 

such as these are so radically different, by virtue of the 

difference in training and philosophy, that they are verv often 

received by a patient, in addition to, rather than in lieu of 

corresponding treatment by other recognized practitioners. This 

being the case, no unmet need exists since treatment is already 

being rendered by other practitioners. Thus, at best, even if 

the services of these practitioners were utilized, they would 

probably be used in addition to, instead of in lieu of, 

corresponding treatment by other practitioners. This, of course, 

would result in additional costs being incurred as a result of 

extension of coverage to these services. 

In addition, you should consider how services rendered by 

these practitioners would contribute to the quality of patient 

care and the overall health of Montana's citizenry. Would your 

citizens gain benefits by enactment of this legislation 

sufficient to offset all of the significant negative implications 

previously described? In this regard, you must consider the 

quality of care for which recognition would be mandated. Indeed, 
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we would suggest that you should consider the scientific training 

involved in these areas of practice, along with the degree of 

education required. Are these practitioners able, or willing to 

make a differential diagnosis and refer patients urgently 

requiring lifesaving treatment to appropriate practitioners or 

hospitals with the skills and facilities necessary to provide 

that treatment? This is especially significant in view of the 

fact that these practitioners publicly indicate their willingness 

and capacity to heal virtually all human illnesses. 

Therefore, in light of the foregoing, we would reiterate our 

opposition to the passsage of House Bill 435. Thank you for 

providing me with the opportunity to testify here today. 
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f· EXHIBIT 7 
February 11, 1985 

TESTIMONY OF BLUE CROSS OF MONTANA 

IN OPPOSITION TO 

HOUSE BILL 435 - THE NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CARE PRACTICES ACT 

WE OPPOSE SECTION 8 OF THE ACT WHICH IS TITLED "INSURANCE EQUITY". 

THAT SECTION MANDATES PAYMENT BY INSURANCE COMPANIES AND HEALTH 

SERVICE CORPORATIONS IRRESPECTIVE OF MEDICAL NECESSITY OR 

LIMITATIONS WITHIN THE CONTRACT. 

COST EFFECTIVENESS 

ONE ARGUMENT FOR MANDATED SERVICES OF NONMEDICAL DOCTORS IS THAT THE 

UNIT COST IS LESS AND THUS CHARGES WOULD BE LESS. SEVERAL QUESTIONS 

ARISE FROM THAT ARGUMENT: 

1. DO THE SERVICES REALLY OVERLAP OR ARE YOU REALLY ONLY 

ADDING ANOTHER PROVIDER TO THE POT, RESULTING IN AN 

OVERALL INCREASE OF COSTS? WE KNOW THAT IS THE CASE WITH 



SOCIAL WORKERS WHO YOU WILL BE HEARING FROM ON SENATE 

BILL 110 LATER ON THIS SESSION AND WE BELIEVE IT IS HERE. 

2. ARE THE FEES CHEAPER AND WILL GUARANTEED PAYMENT KEEP 

THEM LOWER? WHEN MANDATED BENEFITS ARE PROVIDED. A 

COMMON PHENOMENON IS CALLED FEE CREEP. BECAUSE INSURERS 

ARE REQUIRED TO PAY. FEES TEND TO GO UPWARD TO THE POINT 

WHERE THEY FREQUENTLY APPROACH THAT OF AN MO'S. 

3. PROVIDER INCREASE - IN 1981. THE LEGISLATURE FIRST 

MANDATED COVERAGE FOR MENTAL ILLNESS. ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG 

DEPENDENCY. THAT YEAR. THERE WERE 39 TREATMENT 

FACILITIES IN MONTANA. IN 1985. THERE WERE 47 FACILITIES 

IN MONTANA. NEARLY ONE FOR EVERY ONE OF OUR COUNTIES. I 

ATTACH TO YOUR COPY OF MY TESTIMONY THIS MORNING A CHART 

APPEARING IN THE FEBRUARY. 1985. ISSUE OF WESTERN 

BUSINESS. SHOWING HOW MONTANA COMPARES TO ITS NEIGHBORS. 

WHEN YOU INCREASE THE NUMBER OF PROVIDERS. YOU AGAIN 



INCREASE UTILIZATION INTO AREAS NEVER HISTORICALLY PAID FOR OR 

, REQUESTED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS. 

DISTRIBUTION/AVAILABILITY 

DOES THE MANDATED REQUIREMENT INCREASE AVAILABILITY OF GOOD HEALTH 

CARE TO PERSONS CURRENTLY WITHOUT IT? PERHAPS WE SHOULD WAIT FOR 

SOME EXPERIENCE IN LICENSING. BUT OUR STRAW POLL SHOWS NATUROPATHIC 

MEDICINE BEING PRACTICED PRIMARILY IN THE MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS. 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE 

WE BELIEVE CONSUMERS SHOULD HAVE A REASONABLE CHOICE OF PROVIDERS 

AND TRY TO ACCOMMODATE THAT. WHILE FREEDOM OF CHOICE GIVES THE 

BENEFICIARY OF A HEALTH SERVICE CONTRACT INCREASED CHOICE. IT 

RESTRICTS THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE PERSON PAYING FOR TWO-THIRDS OF THE 

COVERAGE. THE EMPLOYER. 

MEDICAL COSTS ARE TOO HIGH. WE ALL AGREE. EMPLOYERS ARE DEMANDING 

THAT THEY HAVE A CHOICE IN BENEFIT DESIGN AND IN COST CONTAINMENT 



MEASURES. WHENEVER A BENEFIT IS MANDATED. IT TAKES THAT POTENTIAL 

, AWAY FROM THE EMPLOYER AND MAKES IT MORE AND MORE DIFFICULT FOR THE 

BENEFICIARY. THE EMPLOYER. AND BLUE CROSS OF MONTANA TO SHOP 

WISELY. BLUE CROSS OF MONTANA ACTIVELY PURSUES COST CONTAINMENT 

MEASURES SUCH AS PREADMISSION CERTIFICATION. BONUSES FOR EARLY 

RELEASES. OBTAINING PROVIDER DISCOUNTS. AND INCREASED HEALTH 

AWARENESS. 

SELF-INSURED PLANS 

ONE GROWING GROUP OF EMPLOYERS ARE THOSE WHO ELECT TO SELF-INSURE 

THEIR EMPLOYEES' HEALTH. NONE OF THE MANDATED BENEFITS LEGISLATED 

APPLY TO THEM AND. AS THE COST OF HEALTH CARE RISES. THE TEMPTATION 

BECOMES MORE AND MORE TO SELF-INSURE. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THIS 

DECISION COULD BE DISASTROUS TO AN EMPLOYEE WHO IS SUDDENLY IN NEED 

OF A LIVER TRANSPLANT FOR $250 THOUSAND OR A CORONARY BYPASS FOR $20 

TO $40 THOUSAND. WHERE THE EMPLOYER CANNOT PAY. THE CONSEQUENCES 

ARE EQUALLY DISASTROUS IF ONE IS WORKING FOR AN EMPLOYER WITH A 

SELF-INSURED PLAN WHO DOES NOT MAKE CONVERSION AVAILABLE. ON 



TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT. THAT PERSON CAN NO LONGER WORK AND FINDS 

THAT CONVERSION IS NOT AVAILABLE TO HIM. 

CONCLUSION 

THERE IS ONLY SO MUCH MONEY AVAILABLE FOR HEALTH CARE. IT IS NOT 

UNCOMMON NOW TO PAY UP TO $180 PER MONTH FOR FAMILY GROUP COVERAGE. 

THE PUBLIC CAN LITTLE STAND FURTHER INCREASES. EVERY BENEFIT YOU 

MANDATE TAKES AN ADDITIONAL CUT OUT OF THE HEALTH CARE PIE. DO YOU 

REALLY WANT TO DO THAT IN THIS INSTANCE? 
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North Dakota 
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. . State .,' 

Idaho 
, Montana .:~' 'r:- . 

North Dakota . 
South Dakota 
Wyoming 

J J l i ~ 1 1 • 

HOW DRY WE ARE 

Number of Total 
FaclllUes Capacity 

15 1,433 
47 1,826 
15 1,702 
35 2,368 
14 927 

Montana 

North Dakota 

South Dakota 

Wyoming 

Inpatient 

218 
300 
354 
468 
254 

Outpatient 

1,215 
1,526 
1,348 
1,900 

673 

,'," .. 

Percent 
UUllzaUon 

67.1 
91.1 
85.0 
71.3 
83.1 

" -, 

Source: Alcohol. Drug Abuse. and Mental Health Administration 
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ltephen J. Mo~~iio, Press Secretary 
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FOR RELEASE: .,-,. 
J" 7'~,\" : ':.:. ... • IMMEDIATE, WEDNESDAY 

,':<2;:<:':":"" ." JULY 28, 1982 ,N, 

STATE OF NEW YORK 
EXECUTIVE CHAMBER 

ALBANY 12224 
"J';" •• 

July 27, 1982 

. ' 

% am returning herewith, without my approval, the following 
bill: .1···· : : .;. ~.-

..... ' 

._li··. 'Assembly Bill Number 4538-A, entitled: . :"-! 

, (Senate Reprint Number 21,035) , 
, "AN ACT to amend the insurance law, in relation 

:',', to coverage of diagnosis and treatment 
of mental, nervous or emotional dis

i271 
orders and ai~ents by certified and 
registered social workers under group 
accident, health and accident and health 
insurance contracts" 

~K,.~.,7·:~ ~ ~ ;;,~,;~,g.,,~ ~,'~,cD;~*;\~;:6~t~;ti~Jn;::.;:;! : ,' .. i~;;:'~ .. ' ;:~/\: • ",~;,( 3; 
l;''!:,;'','' "The bill would amend the Insurance Law to require that all 
~!",:,<., contracts of group accident and health insurance which cover .' .... ':: 
,::' .:: services rendered by psychiatrists and psychologists for mental, 'i 

}~:r .. , nervous and emotional disorders must also provide coverage for ".:.;.;~~li 
'~1,>,'" services performed by psychiatric social workers who are cer- , .-',,;,;'!,i 

~:::~:., tified pursuant to Article 154 of the Education Law and have six ,,\',~;~;".'~ 
~:r:: years of appropriate experience.;~" ' 
r. _.', \ ._, :1 • - .~::' " ~".~".~: 

-At present, the Insurance Law requires that those insurance 
companies which offer coverage for mental health services ren- .. ,:,:, 
dered by psychiatrists and psychologists must also include op
tional coverage of similar services performed by qualified social 
workers. In the absence ofa compelling need for mandating 
inclusion of coverage for a specific health care service, the 
scope of health insurance coverage should be a matter for the 
individual purchaser. 

Mandated health benefits are in fact mandates on employers, 
not insurance companies. To the extent that the mandated 
benefits are costly, they directly increase the costs of doing 
business in the State., While the evidence relating to the cost 
impact of this bill is inconclusive, experience would suggest 
that the expansion of insurance coverage to over 3,000 new 

~.' 

,. providers would increase utilization of benefits and ultimately 
the costs of the insurance. 

,,- ,"!' 

'l'he imposition of mandated insurance benefits lIIay also be a " 
significant factor in an employer's decision to self-insure em- "' ," 
ployee health benefits. Under the federal Employees Retirement :!:f:~' 

,'Income Security Act. qualified self-funded plans are not Subject~' 
to State regulation on the scope of benefits. Studies of business :,£!; 
and industry trends toward self-insurance and the il:lplications ,~,~,.'''. 
thereof are currently being conducted by the council on Helllth" :',~:' 

~!;t.::.' Care Financinq and by a jOint task force of the State Health . '';·i.lJi;~{.;~E~ 
Advisory Council. the Insurance DepartI:lent and the New York',' i~,',. ',':' 
Business Group on Uealth. To make major additions to mandated 
benefits without the benefit of the results of the study would be 
inadvisable. 

~~ ';~~ 
~i~~ - ;. ',:; ., (more) 

.-', 

.... 

... .", ~., 

..... " 



A. 4538-A Page 2 
.....•. 

~ Disapproval of the bill is recommended by the Insurance 
)epartment, the Office of Mental Health, the Department of Social 
Services, the Department of Health, the State Health Planning 
Commission, the Office of Development Planning, the State Edu
cation Depar~~ent, the Business Council of New York State, Inc., 
the New York Conference of Mayors and Municipal Officials, the 
Health Insurance Assoeiation of America, the New York State 
Conferenoe of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans, the Medical 
Society of the State of New York and the Life Insurance Council 
of New York, Inc. 

The bill is disapproved. 

,!Oo' _,I 

","; " (Signed) HUGH L. CAREY 
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EXHIBIT 8 
February 11, 1985 

MONTANA CHAPTER 
OF THE 

AMERICAN PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION 

Clay Edwards, President 

February 7, 1985 

House Human Services and Aging Committee 
H.B. 435 
Naturopathic Health Care Practice Act 

Position: OPPOSED 

Madam Chairman and Committee Members: 

I am Clay Edwards, Physical Therapist from Dillon and President of the 108 member 
Montana Chapter of the American Physical Therapy Association. My comments 
represent the opinion of our entire association • 

The wording in this bill would allow naturopathic physicians to practice many aspects 
~~ of physical therapy. They do not have an adequate knowledge base in physical therapy 

'~'7 ",'" to be competent in treat ing the public. Thet:c::: eltt-ire-lliedical~--educafi;:on=~:o~g.{;.& 
1,~~er~\~? ef-two~ar-sc~cM+ege. Physical therapists undergo 2 years of college just for 
" f· t physical therapy education. 
,4f!I" , 
'_i,'f\J" 

:"- 7~ 
, I .. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 
.... 

Section 5 of this bill states that physical agents such as heat, cold, water, 
touch and light are universal healing arts and their use is a fundamental right 
of the people. That is true for the individual. That is not true when these 
physical agents are used by a medical practitioner to treat disease or disability. 
Each of these physical agents can and will cause pain, injury, disability and 
increased medical problems when used incorrectly by an unqualified medical 
practitioner • 

This bill would allow naturopaths to take x-rays and read them. A properly 
educated x-ray technologist undergoes two years of specific training just to 
learn to take x-rays. The radiologist who interprets the meaning of those 
x-rays receives considerably more education. 

The use of venipuncture to obtain blood samples for analysis and the practice of 
minor surgery would also be allowed by naturopaths under this bill. Neither the 
knowledge nor practical internship training is adequate in the naturopaths 
educational requirements to safely allow them to do these things . 

To license and recognize naturopathic physicians will do nothing but promote poor 
health care. It will work to keep individuals from seeking proper care for their 
medical problems. The stated purpose of this bill is protection of the public. It 
is our position that the greatest protection of the public would occur with the 
timely defeat of this bill • 

~ Sincerely, 

.. ~d~~t 
Montana Chapter of the American 

.. Physical Therapy Association 



EXHIBIT 9 
February 11, 1985 

flnntana j;tate '~annaceutind Assncintinn 
JncllrpDnlteb 
P.O. BOX 4718 

HELENA, MONTANA 59601 
TELEPHONE 406·449·3843 

February 11, 1985 

Testimony before the House Comndttee on Human Services and Aging in 
OPOSITION to HB 435. 

By - Frank J. Davis, R. Ph., representing the Montana State Pharm
aceutical Association. 

All pharmacists, upon graduation take an oath to hold upmost 

in their practice, the health and well-being of the public they 

serve. This bill states in its opening statements that it is 

presented to protect the public from unauthorized and unqualified 

practice in naturopathy. Pharmacists question that this bill will 

will assure this. 

We are especially concerned with Section 6 (7) on page 6 which 

states "A naturopathic doctor may prescribe, dispense and use 

natures agents, forces, processes and products as taught by approv

ed colleges of naturopathy." Natures agents and products are not 

defined and could certainly include drugs used to treat human 

illness. In no other statute or rule, of which I am familiar, 

that governs a professional practice is the practitioner given 

the right to prescribe or dispense without some stipulation as 

to circumstance or exception. Nowhere in this bill does the use of 

drugs appear, except they state in Section 6 (4) (a) "that a natur

opathic doctor may not prescribe for or administer to any person any 

federally controlled substance." These substances are drugs: 

In Section 11 (4) page 12 they list the studies required of an 

applicant for a license to practice naturopathy in this state. 

Pharmacology is not mentioned and certaily should be if the natur

opathic doctor is to prescribe drugs. 

As pharmacists we certainly would like to see the issues of 

dispensing and prescribing clearly stated in this bill. 



GEORGE CLOUTIER, M.D. 
Psychiatrist 

441 South Park Street / D·15 

Helena. Montana 59601 

Home Phone: (406) 449·6411 
Office and Answering Service: (406) 442·0640 

TO: Whom It May Concern 

FROM: George Cloutier,M.D. 
Psychiatrist in Private Practice 

at St. Peter's Community Hospital 

EXHIBIT 10 
February 11, 1985 

February 11, 1985 

I want to express my support for House Bill 435, 
The Naturopathic Health Care Practice Act. 

Naturopathic medicine, in my experience, is a bonafide 
health care practice. I have been able to collaborate 
comfortably with at least two local naturopaths. Some of 
my patients have benefited considerably from them. I 
have a sense that a naturopathic approach can sometimes 
help certain situations in which regular or allopathic 
medicine is not as effective. 

Naturopaths are recoqnized and licensed in several 
states. I believe they should be examined and licensed 
here in Montana like most other public health care
givers. 

Cji;~ 71~~~i~ uti) 
George Cloutier,M.D. 



DR. M. F. COFFEY DR. J. H. WILKINS 

DR. A. T. RASMUSSEN DR. R. V. LEWIS 

1300 NORTH MONTANA. HEL.ENA. MONTANA 59601 

February 11, 1985 

I.~embers, Human Services COIILTIlittee: 

This letter is being submitted to you in support of HB 435; 
I believe that it is in the public interest th~t the profes

sion of Naturopathic hledicine be given legal definition ~nd 

have standards est2.blished to achieve the proper regulation 

-

of this profession as other legitimate health care professions 

have. 
I have been to naturopathic physicians, both in I;Iontana and. 

in other states, and ~as Dell satisfied with the care I 

received. 

Naturopathic medicine is not something neVI and unproven; it 

has been pr~cticed for several centuries, much longer than 

the orthodox medicine of today with its heavy reli2.nce on drug 
therapy.. In many of the modern industrial countries such as 
';'/est Germany, Sv:i tzerland, Great Britain and Russia, no. turc:.l 

medicine is used extensively. 

In concluSion, I believe that the people of Montana should be 

given the freedom of choice to select the type of health care 

they feel is most appropriate for their needs. 

A. Thomas Rasmussen 



DR. TIMOTHY A. BINDER 

l CHIROPRACTIC AND NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN 



Greetings, ladies and gentlemen and members of the Human Services 
and Aging Committee: 

I regret being unable to testify in person and hope my written 
testimony will be helpful in your consideration of HB435. 

My name is Dr. Brent Mathieu. I am a Doctor of Naturopathic 
Medicine. I am a native of Montana having been raised in Sidney, 
Montana. I presently reside and practice naturopathic medicine 
in Billings, Montana. I received my doctorate degree in 
Naturopathic Medicine in 1980 from the National College of 
Naturopathic Medicine in Portland, Oregon. I graduated Summa Cum 
Laude with a Bachelor of Science degree in Human Biology from 
Kansas Newman College in Wichita, Kansas. 

In this written testimony, I wish to state some reasons why the 
Montana Legislature should enact HB435. 

Presently in Montana, the practice of naturopathic health care or 
naturopathy, to which it is sometimes referred, is an unlicensed 
and unregulated health care profession. Some of this may be due 
to the small number of practicing naturopathic doctors in this 
state who, up to this point, have been without a political base 
and the resources necessary to gain the legal recognition for 
state licensing and regulation. 

Despite this small number of practitioners, our profession has 
the need and the right to be licensed. 

Naturopathic doctors need to be licensed because we provide 
services which involve the prevention, diagnosis and treatment 
of disease. Naturopathic doctors are trained only in the 
art and science of natural healing and not in the conventional 
medical practices of surgery and the use of prescription drugs. 
As a result, our profession is ineligible for medical licensure. 
The practice of naturopathic health care differs substantially in 
both theory and method from the practice of conventional 
medicine. Yet the current Montana Medical Practice Act defines 
medicine so broadly as to include our profession while, at the 
same time, it does not provide legal protection and recognition 
of our profession. As a result, the health services provided by 
our profession may be construed as the unlawful practice of 
medicine as defined under the current Montana Medical Practice 
Act. Our practitioners are at risk of being arbitrarily charged 
by the state medical board and its enforcement agencies with the 
practice of medicine without a proper license. 

I believe this constitutes unfair civil discrimination which can 
be corrected by the Montana legislature passing the Naturopathic 
Health Care Practice Act. 

It is our right as a small but growing minority of Montana 
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Naturopathic doctors an~ their patients to receive the equal 
protection of the laws as guaranteed to all individuals under the 
14th Amendment of the Federal Constitution and under Article II, 
Section 4 of the Montana Constitution. Naturopathic doctors need 
licensure inorder to recognize our right to practice as a 
distinct health care profession. Licensure is also needed to 
insure Montanans the availability of quality naturopathic health 
care as well as insuring that our professional services may be 
improved and expanded to meet the increasing public demand for 
holistic, natural healing for which we are specifically trained. 

In addition, the people of Montana have the right to choose the 
method of health care they prefer. It is a basic right to 
individual privacy and is further expressed as such in Article 
II, Section 3 of the Montana Constitution which states all 
Montanans have the right to seek "their safety, health and 
happiness in all lawful ways". HB435 will recognize and protect 
these rights while also protecting the publics health, safety and 
welfare by establishing educational and training qualifications 
for licensed naturopathic doctors. This is the simple purpose of 
HB435. I urge all of you to support this bill as it is a good 
and necessary one. 

Finally, I know from my research and involvement in writing HB435 
that this bill represents the clearest, most complete, yet 
concise and up to date naturopathic licensing act as might be 
found anywhere in this country. It is the product of a review of 
all current naturopathic licensing acts of record in this 
country. It takes into consideration the need for a clear and 
concise definition of the scope of our professional training and 
practice, as well as establishing a small efficient board to 
provide adequate administration of this law. As such HB435, if 
enacted, would be superior to any naturopathic licensing law in 
existence in our nation today. 

I hope that Montana's legislature will take this opportunity to 
pass this needed and progressive legislation. Thus providing the 
profession and the patients of naturopathic health care with the 
legal recognition and protection they both deserve and have a 
right to expect. 

Thank you most sincerely, 

Brent Mathieu, N.D. 
140 33rd St. West 
Billings, MT 59102 
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Dr. Stephen Forte' 
Chiropractic Physician 

t4x1!/'J{k/tUlLa!/t%aIM (1&lIC 
1811 W. Koch 

Bozeman, MT 5971 5 
(406) 586-7641 

Febnuany 11, 1985 

Lad~e~ & Gentlemen on the Comm~ttee: 

Dr. Gloria Edwards Wahl 
Chiropractic Physician 

Plea~e a~~ept th~~ letten a~ a wn~tten te~t~mony ~n ~uppont 
06 the pnopo~ed law govenn~ng the pna~ti~e on natunopathy. 

Be60ne pun~u~ng my ~tud~e~ ~n ~h~nop~a~t~~. I tho~oughly 
~nve~tigated the p~a~ti~e on natu~opathy. I v~~~ted the 
Nat~onal College 06 Natunopathy in Po~tland. O~egon and 
Wi~h~ta. Kan~a6. a~ well a~ talked w~th ~tudent~. in~t~ueton6 
and do~to~~ 06 natu~opathy. I wa~ ve~y ~mp~e~6ed w~th the 
a~adem~~ pnog~am and the ~t~~~t p~e-natu~opath~~ ~~hool 
~equ~~ement6 wh~~h. at that t~me. we~e a6 ~~go~ou6 a6 the 
p~e-~h~~op~a~t~~ ~equ~~ement6. I ne6peet the natu~al app~oaeh 
and ~e~ogn~ze the need 6o~ an alte~nat~ve to the t~ad~t~onal 
med~~al app~oach. 

My pe~6onal dec~6ion to pun6ue eh~~op~aetic 6tud~e6. ~athe~ 
than natunopathy. wa6 in a la~ge pa~t due to the lack 06 6tate 
l~~en~u~e. The edu~ational quality appea~ed to be the~e. the 
ded~~at~on 06 the 6tudent6 and do~to~6 Wd6 the~e. but the 
6tate legi61at~on wa6 not. 

A ~tate l~~en6e law to p~a~tice natu~opathy ~6 the only way 
the publl~ and the docto~~ 06 natu~opathy can be p~otected 
6~om othe~~ who do not have the educat~on on expe~t~~e to 
be p~ov~ding natu~al health ~ane to the publ~c. 

I. thene6one. wholeheaktedly ~uppo~t ~ueh leg~61at~on ~n the 
6tate 06 Montana and look 6okwa~d to it6 adoption. 

S~ncenely you~6, 

s4L ~r+:>:JC 
Stephen Fonte. V.C. 

SF:k6 



13 February 1985 

TO: Human Services and Aging Committee 
Montana House of Representatives 

FROM: Representative Jan Brown 

RE: HB 435 

EXHIBIT 11 
February 11, 1985 

1. Accreditation of naturopathic colleges. The John Bastyr College 
of Naturopathic Medicine in Seattle has been granted candidate status 
for accreditation with the Northwest Association of Schools and 
Colleges. Once candidacy status is granted final accreditation 
can be a six-year long process. The National College of Naturopathic 
Medicine in Portland was denied candidacy status on the grounds of 
"inadequate financial base". 

2. County attorney involvement in "valid" insurance claims. This 
language is taken from the statute that was written for medical 
doctors. Naturopathic doctors.areasking for the same consideration 
gr~nted other covered health services. The committee should address 
any necessary changes in Section 8 of this bill and in the existtng 
statute if the language is too demanding. 

3. Minor surgery and attendance at childbirth. These are separate 
areas that would require additional hours of classroom training, addi
tional hours of clinical training before accreditation in these areas 
would be considered. This bill as written would prevent licensed 
naturopaths from these activities. 

4. Diagnosis. This is always a touchy area with medical doctors. 
Naturopatnic training includes clinical and physical diagnosis and is 
taught in the same manner in naturopathic medical school as in tradi
tional medical school by medical doctors. Naturopathic doctors do not 
use diagnosis in the same way medical doctors do, but practising in 
this society it is essential that they understand fully tne diagnosis 
of medical doctors. A naturopath has to know what a "diastolic 
murmur in tile first position" means. 

5. Hospital priviledges. Naturopathic doctors do not want hospital 
priviledges. They do not want to practice medicine in that way. They 
are not trained to practice medicine in that way. For that reason 
all reference to the word "physician" was taken out of this bill as 
Montana law requires hospital priviledges for any licensed physician. 

6. Physical therapists. ~.T.s are not as euucatcti as ~.il.s. They 
go to four year, bachelor J.egrec i?rogrm.ls. U. 0. s 90 t.LCO-.l-:rh three 
years of undergraa~ate training and four years of medical school. 

7. Optometrists. You were given a letter from Dr. Tom Rasmussen, 
an ex-state senator from Helena, supporting this bill. Dr. Rasmussen 
is an active member in the legislative concerns of the Montana Opto
metric Association and supports HB 435 as an individual. He said 
the only objection of the Association would be that optometric be 
included on page 4, line 20. 



HB 435, Page Two 

8. Heat, cold, water, touch and light. These are found in the ~ 
exemptions section of the bill. Naturopaths did not state nor intend d 
to restrict any profession or person from these natural therapies. I 
9. Efficacy of treatment. Education is the focus of this bill, not 
proof of therapy effectiveness. Often the treatments used by medical I 
doctors do not work, and in fact cause harm, despite the fact that I 
they monopolize available research dollars. 

10. Cost control. There is no doubt that naturopaths are less expensi~~ 
to patients and insurance companies because they do not use hospitals, I 
surgery or drugs. Testimony discussed liver transplant and coronary 
by-pass costs. These are agreed expensive and are not included in tne a 
scope of naturopathy. This is a case of the cost problems in tradition~ 
medicine being cast on naturopathic medicine. 

11. Missoula County recently granted granted insurance equity to 
naturopatnic doctors for its employees. ~is is evidence of the 
increasing recognition of naturopathic doctors in Montana and the 
commensurate increasing need for definition and control of natur~pathicl 
doctors. I 

12. Scare stories. Naturopaths can tell more scare stories about i· 
medical doctors than medical doctors can tell about naturopaths. V 
The bulk of naturopathic practice in Montana comes from patients 
disillusioned and ill-treated by the traditional system. People , 
do not seek naturopathic health care first, but only after the failur~ 
and futility of the traditional system in their case. The discussion 
of this committee should address a higher level. 

13. Tnreat of restriction of naturopathic practice. I 

14. 

"We are now witnessing the early stages of growing conflict 
between a public eager for alternative health approaches and 
a medical profession staunchly opposed to such measures • • • 
• • • powerful elements within organized medicine are now 
attempting to eliminate alternative health practices, or bring 
them under the control of the medical establishment. • 
At the bottom of this issue is the fact that (medical) doctors 
hold a monopoly on health care." 

"Is There Freedom in the Medical Marketplace?" by 
Tom Monte, East West Journal, November, 1984, p.40. . 

Another quote from "Is There Freedom in the Medical Marketplace?". i 
"Today chronic and degenerative diseases, such as cardiovascular 
disease, cancer, and diabetes, have replaced infectious illnesses 
as the principal causes of death. Horeover, the abundance of 
scientific evidence indicates that today's diseases respond better 
to preventive methods (such as diet and lifestyle changes) than 
to the crisis management of drugs and surgery. Increasingly 
aware of these facts, the American public has begun to seek out 
preventive nealth advice; but the vast majority of physicians, 
who nave not been trained in such methods have been reluctant 
to provide such information." 

I .> I 

~, ' 

I 
~.c.;.: .. ~I 
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15. A quote from Deregulating Doctoring by attorney Lori B. 
Andrews (The people's Medical Society, 1983). 

"They may continue to assert a professional dominance that 
discourages people from seeking health care advice elsewhere 
• • • • This may foster the erroneous belief that physicians 
are as competent in the non-intrusive techniques as are 
alternative health practitioners. Yet, in many cases they 
are not • • • • Hence, by granting a monopoly to a particular 
approach to health care, the licensing laws may serve to 
assure an ineffective healtn care system." 



EXHIBIT 12 
Febr~ary 11, 1985 

I am Joyce Asay, Administrator of Rosebud Community Hospital and Nursing Home 

in Forsyth. 

I s~.r~!JP 409. 
If theI\Nursing)· v· 6 ;E 15 to be able to change rules effecting the 

educational requirements, it could have a very adverse effect on the Nursing 

in small rural hospitals and nursing homes. 

When· we hire a nel, graduate fro·m the 4 year progra:-:J, we must train them 

for clinical skills. Orientation and training is very costly, which will 

raise the cost of health care. Often times, we have a difficult time having 

adequate staff or the finances to accomplish the training. Two and three 

yea~ graduates have had the clinical education and need very little additional 

training. 

We are all for upgrading our profession. Our facility spends a great deal 

of time on continuing education for all of our employees in every department. 

Practical experience is the best education for quality health care. 

I sincerely hope that we are not falling prey to academias parade of titles 

and degrees. 

Thank you for your time. 

Joyce Asay, Administrator 
Rosebud Community Hospital and Nursing Home 
Forsyth, Montana 
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EXHIBIT 13 
February 11, 1985 
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"d Rosebud C"'on1Inunit~· Ih)spitL11 

February 11, 1985 

t--ladam Chairman Nancy Keenan and members of the HM,rnan Services 
Committee, I am Dorothy Gregory, R.N., Director of Nursing Services 
of the Rosebud Community Hospital and Nursing Horne, Forsyth, Montana. 
I have 38 years of nursing experience, and have held the position 
of Director of Nursing Services for 19 years. Our health facility 
has 20 hospital beds and 55 nursing horne beds. I strongly support 
H.B. 409 because I believe: 

The State Board of Nursing should not make decisions regarding 
the educational entry for nursing. 

The Montana Nurses' Association (M.N.A.l has indicated their 
intent to change the educational proposals through the State Board 
of Nursing, thus bypassing the legislative route. There will be 
a shortage of nurses in rural hospital, if the proposed 4 year level 
of entry is implemented. Health costs will increase due to cost 
of nursing education. It has been noted in our health facility, 
it takes about the same amount of time to train and orientate the 
four year nurses as the two year graduates. 

The cost of nursing education will be increased, and forcing 
many students from entering the profession, which in turn will 
create a greater shortage of nurses. The ladder step concept of 
education is the most logical and feasible route to take. 

Will seeking a B.S.N. be economically feasible for everyone? 
We know what economical impact this will have on our rural health 
care system. 

Sincerely, a /7 
, L./ _ I /-1 u,-/; ~-J-"~A ;~~/ 7"2 .. 

--. ,L/!~J'--r . ~,;/ {/ 

Dorothy Gregory, R.N., D.O.N. 

DG/ya 

383 N. 17th Avenue, Forsyth, Montana 59327 



Hadam chairperson Keenan, and members of this commitee: 
EXHIBIT 14 
February 11, 1985 

My name is Arthur A Gregory. I have lived in Forsyth, Mt. since 1949, and 

in Southeastern !-~cmtanasince 1923. I .was not born in f.10ntana and I am not going to 

tell you how old I am. 

I am speaking as a citizen, voter, taxpayer, overseas combat veteran, and 

consumer. I was a teenager during the depression and drought years of the 

30s, and my memory reaches back many years. The trend that has developed in 

this country since I'lorld I'lar 2, scares the living daylights out of me. 

When appointed boards and comrnitees are set up with Carte-Blanche power 

to set their own rules and regulations, governing not only themselves, 

but a large segnent of ~he population, and as many of these rules and 

regulations actually are law or through suffusion become law, they 

by-pass the only legal body empowered by the constitution to make laws, 

The House of Representatives. The State Board of Nursing now holds 

this power. The passage of HB409 would strip them of this power, but 

would not affect the function of this board in any other way. It would 

also place the power of law making where it belongs, back in the House 

of Representatives. 

Therefore, I strongly , very strongly, urge this commitee to place 

H.B.409 on the floor of the House, with a do pass recommendation. 

I thank you for the opportunity to speak here, for your attention to 

what I have to say, and for your consideration. 

ARTHUR A. GREGORY 



EXHIBIT 15 
February 11, 1985 

'1~~ 
/'1o-'d Rosebud Community Hospital 

I am in support of House Bill 409 

My name is Marilyn Kanta. I am the Nursing Home Director at Rosebud Community 

Hospital and Nursing Home. I have been in this position for 4 years and have 

20 years of nursing experience in small rural hospitals. With this type of 

experience, I feel the four year level of entry adversely effects the areas 

in which I am most experienced. 

It has been my experience that small rural hospitals do not attract the Bachelor 

degree nurses. They are not prepared for small hospitals and nursing homes 

since they lack clinical experience. Since the small hospital often has only 

one R.N. for the whole facility for each shift, it is necessary that these:nurses 

be prepared with adequate knowledge to care for ICU, emergency room and obstetrical 

patients all on the same shift. Small hospitals do not have the time, money 

or staff to have a thorough intern-type education for the 4 year degreed nurse. 

In the nursing homes or extended care facilities with geriatric patients, we 

have mostly diploma nurses, Associate degree nurses and L.P.N. 'so This is 

necessary as four year programs do not teach geriatric nursing. However, 2 year 

graduates with an Associate degree in nursing are given geriatric experience. 

Do you want the degreed 4 year nurse taking care of your parents or loved ones 

in a nursing home when they have not received geriatric training? 

383 N. 17th Avenue, Forsyth, Montana 59327 
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The 4 year level of entry would create a severe nursing shortage for both the 

rural hospitals and the nursing homes. The 4 year nurses are prepared for 

managerial positions. The small facilities do not have several of this type of 

positions available. We need nurses who are prepared fo~ and willing to learn 

bedside nursing. A mandatory increase in education does not necessarily mean 

an increase in quality of care. Quality care must be the result of good 

education. 

383 N. 17th Avenue, Forsyth, Montana 59327 



MONTANA 

EXHIBIT 16 
February 11, 1985 

llidWJIf 12 ASSOCIATION 
3410 Utah Ave. 
Helena Mont. 

RESOLUTION 1 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

WHEREAS, 

RESOLVED, 

59601 

LPNs have been an integral part of nursing care in Montana since 
World War II; 

LPNs have been licensed by the Montana Board of Nursing since 1953; 

Montana has unique and special health care requirements that are being 
adequately served by the present four levels of nursing education; 

Montana has in place an adequate LPN educational training program that 
is responding to changes in the delivery of nursing care to patients; 

LPNs presently practicing in Montana are adequately trained to learn 
through practical experience, training and supervision how to 
administer changes and advancements in the delivery of nursing 
services, therefore be it 

By the Montana Licensed Practical Nurses Association that: 

1. Any proposal to change entry level requirements for the practice 
of nursing in Montana should only be developed in consultation 
with the MSLPNA; 

2. MSLPNA encourages Montana's practical nursing schools to continue 
to strengthen and upgrade LPN training programs to meet the 
changing needs of nursing care; 

3. MSLPNA opposes any attempt by the Montana Legislature to require 
a two year education program for LPNs because: 

A. Existing educational programs are adequate to prepare LPNs to 
perform necessary nursing services in Montana; 

B. LPNs can, through practical, hands-on experience, training and 
supervision learn and respond to changes in nursing care; 

c. LPNs can, through continuing education, learn and respond to 
changes in nursing care; 

D. There has been no demonstration by proponents of the baccalaureate 
and two-year LPN programs that the LPNs present education and 
training prevent LPNs from performing all nursing services that 
LPNs are authorized by law to perform; 

E. Implementation of the baccalaureate and two-year LPN requirements 
would substantially increase the cost of health care and create 
a shortage of qualified nurses in many of Montana's rural hospitals. 

Adopted by House of Delegates, September 29, 1984. 
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BOARD OF NURSING 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

TO: Representative Nancy Keenan, Chairman and 
Members of the Human Services and Aging Committee 

DATE: February 11, 1985 

SUBJECT: Testimony on H.B. 409 

EXHIBIT 17 
February 11, 1985 

My name is Donna Small, president of the Montana State Board of Nursing. 

I am here today to speak in opposition to H.B. 409. This bill would seriously 

limit the Board of Nursing's authority to regulate the licensing of nurses in the 

state. 

Since 1913 the Board has faithfully carried out the mandates of the Montana 

legislature to safeguard life and health through the setting of requirements for 

licensing of persons who practice or offer to practice professional and practical 

nunsing. To limit the Board's authority to establish licensure requirements to 

high school graduation and graduation from an approved school of nursing severly 

limits the Board's ability to be responsive to changes in the profession and in 

the health care field. 

Adoption of this bill would require the Board of Nursing to come before the 

legislature with all future necessary licensure changes and would make all qual if-

ications for nurse licensure statutory in nature. 

With respect to most professions and occupations the legislature has opted 

for the flexibility of giving regulatory boards some discretion to accommodate 

for changes in the nature of licensure. H.B. 409 would remove the Board of Nursing's 

future discretion in licensure areas such as requirements to validate competency 

to continue or re-enter practice, changes affecting interstate mobility of nurses 

'AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER" 
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and initial limited licenses for those incapable of practiting the full scope of 

nursing. 

Other qualification requirements the Board may prescribe under 37-8-405(3) and 

37-8-415(3), MCA are prescribed in accordance with the Montana Administrative Pro

cedures Act. These specific appropriate required procedures for rulemaking afford 

the public and affected individuals due process in the Board's adoption of rules. 

The Board of Nursing believes the authority to adopt licensure qualification 

rules which will best protect the health, safety and welfare of the citizens of 

Montana should be retained. Qualifications regarding the practice of nursing 

should also continue to be dealt with in a board composed of nurses knowledgable 

about laws regarding nursing. 

The "PUrpose of the law - Title 37, Chapter 8, NURSING, is to safeguard life 

and health and for the protection of the public. H.B. 409 does not offer that 

protection. 



EXHIBIT 18 
February 11, 1985 

Montana Hospital Association 
MONTANA SOCIETY FOR NURSING SERVICE ADMINISTRATORS 

(406) 442-1911 - P. O. BOX 5119 . HELENA, MONTANA 59601 

February 11, 1985 

Chairman Keenan and Committee Members: 

I am Barbara Simonsen. My address is 1101 Texas Avenue, Deer Lodge, 

Montana. I anl President of the Montana Society for Nursing Service Admin-

istrators and as the representative of the Directors of Nursing throughout 

the state, I wish to present our concerns with House Bill 409. 

The Nursing Practice Act protects the consumers of nursing care by 

regulating the practice itself. Today health care is in transition due 

to federal regulations, and the explosion of knowledge and technology 

creating greater demands on nurses to do more for patients. The current 

law allows the Board of Nursing to research, investigate and adapt to the 

changes in society by the rule making process. To limit this activity in 

any way could effect patient care by delays, by inability to meet changes 

proposed at other levels or agencies of state and federal government, -as 

only you would have the power to make a change when you meet every two 

years. The Board of NUrsing has long maintained a reputation for thinking 

through, planning and allowing all citizens to have input into rules and 

regulations relating to Nursing Practice. I do not believe there is just-

ification to question the capability or integrity of the Board by making 

this change. The effect on this and other licensing boards would double 

your work load as well. 

I speak in opposition to House Bill 409. 

Thank you. 

'~14 '~'L 11<UzU/if arbara L. Simon en, .N. 
President 
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Lt\ssociation 

1985 

I r~--------e 
I" "~',~' ~ ) l-~'/§' I 
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~~ __ --1 2001 ELEVENT;'; AVENUE i406\ 4~2-67'IO 

--------------------------------------------------------
P.C. BOX 5718 .. HELENA, ~10NT.AN:', 50604 

'1'ES'.rr:~:)l\y OJ, RC.uSE S!LL 409 

I :m1 T:-uey !'EI0!18, Preside.r;t cf t...'1E~ ~lo!ltar.aN'..1.rses' Ass::x:ia::ion. On 

I voice our opposition to House Bill 409. 

0.:::::: !::.3s:x:~at:io;". 1.3 s::,oying a p:!:'o?J:B.l t..1"2t for 1992 2.11 persons E:nter:rng 

nurSlT.o. 

--nbility :-.hat they are C'Ul.-.cent ly denied. next :'\\D 

To
.L\. 



EXHIBIT 19 
February 11, 1985 

Montana Nurses' Association 

2001 ELEVENTH AVENUE (406) 442·6710 

--------------------------------------
P.O. BOX 5718. HELENA. MONTANA 59604 

TESTIMONY ON HOOSE BILL 409 

M:1dam Chairman arrl Ccmnittee Members: 

I-ty name is Sr ... ::rron Dieziger, and I represent the Montana Ntrrses' .~sociation. 

~~ spe~ in opposition to House Bill 409. 

'Ihis is a sad day for nurses in the State of r.bntana. It is a public 

giL~.rr2:sS"r:ent to me personally and to a multitude of nurses "b.'1.roughout 

tile state to publicly display the division within our profession. The 

M::mtana t\\rrses' Association has always prided itself in their effort to 

spea2·: to nursing issues, health care issues, and to respond always as a 

conSU:1ler advccate with one united voice. 

'I'lle ]\~...,ntana nurses I Asscx::iation h.:."'l.s acceptEri the challe.'1ge cf a three-

year study to look at levels of nursing education for t:.l-)e future of the 

p:c,):Ee:::;'~ion. Mont.c'1!La is one of 48 states lCX)king at bns same issue. 

Since the study 'Was announced, ramp::mt personal am anotior.al paranoia 

has mounted -within our profession. One finds it difficult to understand 

why any profession would not lli~ite together to study appropriate educa-

t ional levels for thanselves futurist:ically in these ChangLl?, den:mding 

times of the health care delivery systEm. It is even nnre inconceivable 

to thir.k that anyone would ~lieve that ~ should ask the legislature 

to define what is appropriate education for the profession. If we cannot 

determine that ourselves, tow can lM?- [Cssibly ask that you do that? 
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Testirrony on House Bill 409 
Page 2 

I know of no other profession that has one, twJ, three, am four years 

of basic education. It is no wonder that nurses thanselves, anployers 

of nurses, am the public to whan we administer services are very con-

fused alxmt role definitions, education, am starrlards of care. 

House Bill 409 should have never been intrcduced into the 1985 lecJislature. 

r.1NA's study is geared for the future. If implementation of any changes 

ever occur fran the sttrly, it will not affect the status of any licensed 

registered or practical nurse in this state who holds a current license. 

Li.censing Boards must maintain the statutory authority currently vested 

in the Board of Nursing to exercise the professional expertise an::1 judge-

ment necessary for the establishment and maintenance of qualification 

requirements in an amount and at a level appropriate for the protection 

of the public health and safety of the citizens of M:mtana. NJ individual 

or group of nurses with special interests should seek to remove that 

authority fran its CMI1 Board of Governance. 

I pledge to you tcrlay that the Montana Nurses' Assocition will v.Drk en:j-

lessly to tmite nurses in this state prior to any changes that may occur. 

hie had hundreds of nurses who wanted to be here today. We asked than 

not to ccrne because we did not want a public display. We asked than to 

have faith in the legislative process, which has stood firmly on approp-

riate authority vested to professional lxBrds. On behalf of all those 

nurses, and on behalf of all licensing l:oards in this state, we respect-

fully urge you to vote no on House Bill 409. 



MONTANA 

EXHIBIT 20 
February 11, 19.85 d. 0 

NURSE PERSPECTIVES ON EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR ENTRY INTO PRACTICE 

I 

" ;-\.~'t'1J J ... ':.)c.:!.,; 

The Montana Nurses' Association (MNA) supports changes in the basic educa-I,'i; 
tional requirements for individuals entering nursing practice in Montana. ' ~ 
The proposed changes would require that (1) beginning in 1992 nurses~: 
taking the licensing examination for Licensed Practical Nurse possess an:\~, 
associate degree in nursing from an approved practical nursing educationl~ 
program, and (2) beginning in 1992 nurses taking the licensing examination . 
for Registered Nurse hold a baccalaureate degree in nursing from an '" 
approved educational program. The entry into practice proposal would not I'''': 
affect the licensure status of practical or professional nurses licensed 
prior to 1992. 

Under the proposed entry requirements there would be no changes in nurs ing1 
titles and no changes in definitions of nursing practice, competencies, o~ 
functions. Anyone holding a license as a practical nurse or professional 
nurse in Montana prior to 1992 would continue to hold their license anql 
~~uld not need to meet the proposed educational requirements. • 

The proposed changes in entry requirements supported by the Montana Nurseslr 
Association are viewed as an effort to continue and strengthen nursin~ 
leadership and service, to secure the place of nursing among the pro
fessions, and to continue to provide quality health care well into the nex~ 
century. ' ~ • 
Through its Steering Committee on Entry, the Montana Nurses' Association 
has engaged in a number of activities to support the proposed changes ~ J 
entry requirements for nursing practice. The Steering Committee develop~ 
an informational booklet, "21 Questions and Answers About Entry into Nur
sing Practice in Montana", which described the proposed changes in entr~ 
requirements and their anticipated effects on nurses, nursing, and healtl"1I 
care in Montana. The Committee also developed a survey questionnaire 
designed to gain the opinions and ideas of Montana nurses on the entry" 
issue. Every Licensed Practical Nurse and Registered Nurse currentl~~ 
licensed in and living in Montana was sent a letter, the informationa~ 
book let, and the ques ti onna i re on Septembe r 1, 1984. 

A total of 1,602 nurses returned the questionnai re, providing an overall;; 
r.esponse ra te of 17.13%. Given constr a i n ts of the su rvey--espec i all y (1) 
the very short turnaround time of ten days from the date of mailing tOI 
return of completed questionnai res, (2) a budget which did not allow for .. 
follow-up of non respondents, and (3) the need for respondents to supply 
th~ir own postage in order to reply--the response rate exceeded expect-Ii., 
atlons. S 

The questionnaire asked seven questions. Research consultants compiled 
hand tabulated code sheets, analyzed the results, assembled all written 
comments and conducted the qualitative data analysis, and wrote a report 
describing the findings. Listed below is a summary (taken from the 
report written by the research consultants) of responses to the ques
tions asked on the questionnaire. 

I 

I 
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f~l.f NURSES' POSITIONS REGARDING THESE PROPOSED CHANGES IN EDUCATION 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY INTO THE PRACTICE OF NURSING IN MONTANA BEGIN- .~ 

NING 1992. 

. i 

a. Overall Level of Support: A solid majority (55.5%) of all respon
dents to the survey reported that they support the proposed 
requirements for entry into nursing, 21.3% reported that they do 
not support the proposed changes, and 23.2% stated that they were 
undecided on this issue • 

b. Level of Support by Type of Nursing License: Almost three-fifths 
(58.5%) of RNs reported that they support the proposed changes in 
entry requirements, while slightly more than one-fifth (21.9%) do 
not support the changes, and 19.6% were undecided. 

LPNs indicated a lower level of support for the proposed changes 
than RNs. Although over twice as many LPNs supported the revised 
entry requirements as opposed them 43.5% stated that they sup
port the changes, 20.2% did not support the changes, and 36.3% 
were undec i ded. 

c. Level of Support by County of Employment/Residence: Overwhelming 
support for the changes is found in the higher populated, urban
ized counties in Montana. In Galatin County (Bozeman), Lewis and 
Clark County (Helena), and Silver Bow County (Butte) support for 
the proposed changes outweighs nonsupport by approximately five to 
one. Outstanding support is also found in Cascade County (Great 
Falls), Flathead County (Kalispell), Missoula County (Missoula), 
and Yellowstone County (Billings). Generally in these more popu
lated counties the number of nurses who do not support the changes 
and the number of nurses undecided on the issue are about equal. 

Although the total number of respondents is much lower from the 
less populated counties, equally strong support for the proposed 
changes was reported by nurses in many of these counties. Sup
port outweighed non-support by approximately five to one in 
counties such as Big Horn, Broadwater, Glacier, Park, and Powell, 
and many less-populated counties reported two to three times as 
many supporters as nonsupporters. In fact, in only six of the 
fifty-six counties in Montana (Carter, Chouteau, Liberty, Powder 
River, Ravalli, and Toole) did the number of nonsupporters exceed 
the number of supporters. 

2. NURSES' REASONS FOR SUPPORTING CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR 
ENTRY INTO NURSING PRACTICE IN MONTANA 

The 860 RNs and LPNs who support the proposed changes in educational 
requirements for entry into practice in Montana after 1992 (55.5% of 
all respondents) indicated broad and enthusiastic reasons for their 
support along with thoughtful cautions and qualifications. The reasons 
they provided for supporting the proposed changes may be classified as 
follows: 

a. Issues regarding professionalism of nursing; 

2 



b. Continuity of education and clarification of roles within and 
outside the profession; 

c. Establishment of upgraded standards for nurses; 

d. Improvements in the quality of care; and 

e. Career, status, and salary considerations. 

I 

J 
I 
I 

3. NURSES' REASONS FOR NOT SUPPORTING CHANGES IN EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR EN'rRY INTO NURSING PRACTICE IN MONTANA I 
The 331 nurses who did not support the proposed changes in educational 
requirements for entry into the practice of nursing in Montana afteJ 
1992 (21.3% of all respondents) represented a sincere, ardent, an 
sometimes angry opposition. A review of their questionnaires indicate 
that they see few potential benefits and many potential problems. 
Those opposed to entry level changes base their opposition on one odR 
more of the following reasons: • 

a. Quality of care; 

b. Potential nursing shortages; 
I 

c. Inadequacies in training of BSNs; l 
d. Issues related to licensure; and 

e. Availability of training and educational opportunities. 

4. NURSES UNDECIDED ABOUT THE PROPOSED CHANGES IN ENTRY REQUIREMENTS I 
The 360 nurses who are undecided about the proposed entry reqUirement~ 
for Montana (23.2% of all respondents) expressed concerns similar t 
those raised by supporters and nonsupporters. While many reporte 
general agreement with the proposal, they had more questions about 
s p e c i f icc.h a n g e san d s tat edt hey co u I, d 0 f f ~ r the ~ r sup p 0 r ton 1 y i f a 
numbAf of issues were addressed to their satisfaction. ~ 

The primary areas of concern for nurses undecided about the entry issul.· 
are: 

a. Quality of BSN education; 

b. Opportunities to upgrade education; 

c. Impact on patient care; and 

d. License and job security after entry changes are implemented. 
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6. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND POTENTIAL PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM IMPLEMENTING 
PROPOSED ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR NURSES IN MONTANA IN 1992 

a. Potential Benefits from Changed Entry Requirements: Three of 
the top five potential benefits concern improvements in health 
care, with increased knowledge aiding in adapting to changes in ' 
health care (29.8%), increased ability to promote changesin-1 

health care (24.5%), and improved quality of patient care (24.7%) 
seen as primary benefits. Increased recognition as "true" profes
sion (28.9%) and higher status for all nurses (27.9%) rounded out 
the top five potential benefits. ,I 

b. Potential Problems from Changed Entry Requirements: Approxi
mately half (48.9%) of the respondents indicated that the greatest 
potential problem with the proposed changes was that nursing care 
might not necessarily improve when nurses have more education.~ 
Those who did not support the entry proposal frequently stated 
their belief that BSN nurses do not have the clincial and patient 
skills of nonbaccalaureate RNs. 

A potential problem reported by 39.9% of all respondents was that 
professional nurses without the baccalaureate may not receive 
promotions as readily. If, in fact, promotions are more likely to 
go to baccalaureate nur ses in the futu re, th ismay occur without 
regard to entry level changes (reflecting a general trend in the 
professions toward greater education along with preference in 
hiring and advancement for those having more education). 

Concern over opportunities to upgrade education was indicated by 
29.0% of the respondents, potential increases in the cost of 
nursing care were cited by 28.2% of the nurses, and fear that a 
shortage of nurses may result from the proposed changes was 
expressed by 25.5% of the respondents. Re rna i n i ng issues selected 
were possible threats to job security (21.5%) and fear that 
licensure might be affected by the changes (19.4%). 

PROMOTING UNDERSTANDING OF THE ENTRY INTO PRACTICE ISSUE AMONG MONTANA 
NURSES 

a. 

b. 

Level of Understanding of the Proposed Changes in Entry Require
ments: 86.9% of the respondents said that they understood the 
nature of the proposed changes, while only 1.7% did not understand 
and 11.4% somewhat understood. 

Additional Information Needed on Entry into Practice: Almost two
thirds (64.2%) of the respondents showed a clear preference for 
empirical evidence on the relationship of educational preparation 
to quality of care, job mobility, and income. Four of ten nurses 

(41.4%) expressed an interest in developments in other states 
related to entry level for nursing, and over one-fourth of the 
respondents (26.1%) expressed a des ire for background readings on 
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c. 

I 
education for future nursing practice. J 
Ways to provide Further Information About Entry Into Nursin " 
Practice to Montana Nurses and Public: A majority of respondents 
(60.5%) clearly preferred specialized mailings, which should, as I 
one respondent noted, be sent to both LPNs and RNs in the state. 
One-third (33.3%) of the nurses desired educational presentations 
in their communities, and there were specific requests for ade- I: . 
quate advance notice of such presentations. ~ 

Local discussion groups were favored by approximately one-quarte:1 
(24.0%) of the nurses, although several nurses noted caveats abou~ 
"shouting matches between bullheaded and ill-informed people.'
These nurses ecouraged "getting both factions together to facili-
tate debate." I 
A series of articles in the MNA Pulse was favored by 22.0% of 
respondents, although one nurse cautioned that MNA membership I. 
should not be a prerequisite for receiving inform~~ion. Several' 
nurse respondents to the survey noted that it was heartening that 
all nurs~s .received the information contained in the September 1, 71 
1984, mailing. II 

(Complete copies of the Analysis are available from the MNA Office for j 
$5.00 each) 

* Speakers are available to speak to any group about this issue. 
contact the MNA office to make arrangements. 
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Chairwoman K~enan 

ROBERT 1. & SHIRLEY A. THENNIS 

4020 LAKE HELENA DRIVE 

HELENA, MONTANA 59601 
PHONE (406) 227·6328 

Feb. 11, 1985 

Members of this Committee: 

EXHIBIT 21 
February 11, 1985 

My name is Shirley Thennis, R.N. and I am speaking for myself today. 

I am here opposing the passage of House Bill 409 as it will limit the 

Board of Nursing's authority to regulate nursing. 

The Montana Nurses Association that is studying educational requirements 

for nursing is the professional association of registered nurses. It is 

my (our) association that is dealing with the advancement of nursing, and 

keeping nurses current on professional issues. It studies and addresses 

a great many specialty areas such as Geriatrics, Pediatrics, and new 

surgical and medical procedures. This is the reason I belong to my 

professional associat,ion, to keep abreast of the changes in nursing. 

On the other hand, the Montana State Board of Nursing functions for 

consumer protection. They, by their regulatory authority, determine 

that the consumer receives safe care. The Board is responsible and 

accountable to the public, just as you are. However, unlike you, 

they deal only with nursing issues and should have the flexibility to 

respond to needed change for the protection of the public. 

! I urge a do not pass on this bill. 

Thank you for allowing me to testify today. 
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STUDENT POSITION / HB 409 

The undersigned nursing students of Montana State University's College of Nursing 
do not support HB 409. This bill deletes the Montana State Board of Nursing's 
ability to set qualifications of applicants for licensure. We believe the state 
board of nursing represents our profession's standards and must continue to 
regulate the practice of nursing. 

We believe this bill would decrease our professional autonomy and impact on our 
ability to respond to the changing professional nursing needs and the health care 
needs of the people of Montana. 

We encourage you NOT TO PASS HB 409. 
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STUDENT PET! T I ON 

House Bi 11 409 A bi 11 for an act entitled: IIAn Act Removing the 
Authority of the Board of Nursing to Set Qualification Requirements 
by Rule for Applicants for Nursing Licenses." 

Signed below are MSU College of Nursing students at the Hissoula Extended 
Campus who feel that HB409 weakens the Board of Nursing thereby decreasing 
the autonomy of our profession. This decrease in self-government will place 
us at a clear disadvantage when we begin our nursing careers in Montana. It 
is important that our professional board have the power to make rules 
concerning qualification requirements. 
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PET I T ION J 
I IN OPPOSITION TO HOUSE BILL 409 TO AMEND THE MONTANA NURSING 

PRACTICE ACT ~~ ~\~~~(€~ 

We, the undersigned Montana State University nursing students of I' 
the Great Falls Extended Campus, formally declare opposition to ' 
House Bill 409 sponsored by Representative Stella Jean Hansen and 
Representatives Waldron, Lory, Asay, Manuel and Brown which amends 
the Montana Nursing Practice Act to eliminate all or a significant 
part of the authority of the Montana Board of Nursing to define and I~ 
establish the qualification requirements for l~censure of nurses 
in the State of Montana. We believe it is crucial to the public 
health and safety of the citizens of Montana that the profession 
of nursing be permitted to maintain its professional autonomy and I: 
assert its specialized knowledge of nursing practice, education , 
and service through the statutory authority currently vested in 
the Board of Nursing to establish professional standards for the 
qualification and practice of nursing. 

Further, we believe that the process for defining and setting II 
professional standards for the qualification and practice of nursing 
must not only permit the necessary exercise of professional expertise 
and judgement, it must also be immediately responsive to the raPidl Y

I changing needs and demands of Montana consumers of health care. ° 
The current Board of Nursing administrative rule making process for -
defining and setting professional standards not only permits the 
necessary level of professional expertise and judgement, it also 
permits a high degree of responsiveness in the face of needed Changes 
and, simultaneously, maintains a desirable degree of public scrutiny~ 
We believe it is both unnecessary and unwise to eliminate the curren 
Board of-Nursing authority for administrative rule making as this 
amendatory bill proposes and necessitate statutory change every time ~ 

subsequent re~~s~~ns in ~h~ q~:~~f_~;a~i~~_:e~~~r::~~:s" for r1~u~~!ng",J 
are deemed eS~~~L~al to ke~p po~c W~tll ~1'"1~g~~~6 ~~~ ___ Gnd __ ~ ____ s -~ 

of Montana consumers of nursing and health care. As future practit
ioners of nursing we look forward to the same degree of professional 
autonomy in asserting our expertise and judgement for the improve- 1,0 

ment of nursing care for the citizens of Montana as those nurses _ 
who have gone before us. 

I 
I 

I 
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IN OPPOSITION TO HOUSE BILL 409 TO AMEND THE MONTANA NURSING 

PRACTICE ACT 

We, the undersigned Montana State University nursing students of 
the Great Falls Extended Campus, formally declare opposition to 
House Bill 409 sponsored by Representative Stella Jean Hansen and 
Representatives Waldron, Lory, Asay, Manuel and Brown which amends 
the Montana Nursing Practice Act to eliminate all or a significant 
part of the authority of the Montana Board of Nursing to define and 
establish the qualification requirements for licensure of nurses 
in the State of Montana. We believe it is crucial to the public 
health and safety of the citizens of Montana that the profession 
of nursing be permitted to maintain its professional autonomy and 
assert its specialized knowledge of nursing practice, education 
and service through the statutory authority currently vested in 
the Board of Nursing to establish professional standards for the 
qualification and practice of nursing. 

Further, we believe that the process for defining and setting 
professional standards for the qualification and practice of nursing 
must not only permit the necessary exercise of professional expertise 
and judgement, it must also be immediately responsive to the rapidly 
changing needs and demands of Montana consumers of health care. 
The current Board of Nursing administrative rule making process for 
defining and setting professional standards not only permits the 
necessary level of professional expertise and judgement, it also 
permits a high degree of responsiveness in the face of needed change 
and, simultaneously, maintains a desirable degree of public scrutiny. 
We believe it is both unnecessary and unwise to eliminate the current 
Board of "Nursing authority for administrative rule making as this 
amendatory bill proposes and necessitate statutory change every time 
subsequent revisions in the qualification requirements for nursing 
are deemed essential to keep pace with changing needs and demands 
of Montana consumers of nursing and health care. As future practit
ioners of nursing we look forward to the same degree of professional 
autonomy in asserting our expertise and judgement for the improve
ment of nursing care for the citizens of Montana as those nurses 
who have gone before us. 
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the Montana Nursing Practice Act to eliminate all or a significant 
part of the authority of the Montana Board of Nursing to define and I 
establish the qualification requirements for licensure of nurses ~ 
in the State of Montana. We believe it is crucial to the public 
health and safety of the citizens of Montana that the profession 
of nursing be permitted to maintain its professional autonomy and 
assert its specialized knowledge of nursing practice, education 
and service through the statutory authority currently vested in 
the Board of Nursing to establish professional standards for the 
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February 4, 1985 
I.C,:' \; UI V ~\L~j\~ ,-l.ll{e~ 

The Nursinq Students of Montana State University College of Nursinq at 

Bozeman are opposed to House Bill # 409, "An Act Removing The Authority of 

The Board Of Nursinq To Set Qualification Requirements ... ". 

The Board of Nursing was established to safequard the life and health of 

the citizens of Montana by settinq qualifications for the licensure of nurses. 

If this bill is passed we believe it would place us at a disadvantage, as we 

beqin our careers, in respondinq to these needs. In addition, if this authority 

is taken from the Board and put into legislative hands it would decrease our 

professional autonomy. A true profession must be controlled by its own members. 

We, the undersiqned, encourage you to defeat this bill. 
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The Nursinq Students of Montana State University College of Nursinq at 

Bozeman are opposed to House Bill # 409, "An Act Removing The Authority Of 

The Board Of Nursinq To Set Qualification Requirements ... ". 

The Board of Nursing was established to safequard the life and health of 

the citizens of Montana by settinq qualifications for the licensure of nurses. 

If this bill is passed we believe it would place us at a disadvantage, as we 

beqin our careers, in responding to these needs. In addition, if this authority 

is taken from the Board and put into leqislative hands it would decrease our 

professional autonomy. A true profession must be controlled by its own members. 

We, the undersigned, encourage you to defeat this bill. 
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The Nursinq students of Montana State University College of Nursinq at 

Bozeman are opposed to House Bill # 409, "An Act Removing The Authority Of 

The Board Of Nursinq To Set Qualification Requirements ... ". 

The Board of Nursing was established to safequard the life and health of 

the citizens of Montana by settinq qualifications for the licensure of nurses. 

If this bill is passed we believe it would place us at a disadvantagp, as we 

beqin our careers, in responding to these needs. In addition, if this authority 

is taken from the Board and put into legislative hands it would decrease our 

professional autonomy. A true profession must be controlled by its own members. 

We, the undersigned, encourage you to defeat this bill. 
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The Nursinq students of Montana state University College of Nursinq at 

Bozeman are opposed to House Bill # 409, "An Act Removing The Authority Of 

The Board Of Nursinq To Set Qualification Requirements ..• ". 

The Board of Nursing was established to safequard the life and health of 

the citizens of Montana by settinq qualifications for the licensure of nurses. 

If this bill is passed we believe it would place us at a disadvantage, as we 

beqin our careers , in responding to these needs. In addition, if this authority 

is taken from the Board and put into legislative hands it would decrease our 

professional autonomy. A true profession must be controlled by its own members. 

We, the undersiqned, encourage you to defeat this bill. 
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February 4, 1985 

The Nursing students of Montana State University College of Nursing at 

Bozeman are opposed to House Bill # 409, "An Act Removing The Authority Of 

The Board Of Nursing To Set Qualification Requirements ... ". 

The Board of Nursing was established to safeguard the life and health of 

the citizens of Montana by setting qualifications for the licensure of nurses. 

If this bill is passed we believe it would place us at a disadvantage, as we 

begin our careers , in responding to these needs. In addition, if this authority 

is taken from the Board and put into legislative hands it would decrease our 

professional autonomy. A true profession must be controlled by its own members. 

We, the undersigned, encourage you to defeat this bill. 
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Hs409 - Written Comments 
Committee Hearing 
February 11, 1985 
Helena. Montana 
~,l!bmltted by: • 
"2l G ,.:.. ,_J... r!.::"I\-'...l..()l"J 
Doris A. Henson, RN, MS 
106 Artemas Driv~ 
MissolJ10, ~1T 59803 

EXHIBIT 23 
February 11, 1985 

I am 5ubnittin-g this written L:stimony outlining hihy as C1 RN and 

baccalaureate program nurse educator, I am opposed to Hs409. Thi s bi j 1 

propoS2S to remove from the Montana Board of Nursing the authority to 

lnake rul~s concerning qualification requirements of Registered ~urse~ 

and Li=ensed Practlcal Nurses. 

\Jh2(1 r,;aking your decision about this bill. you,- over-riding concern 

is. of course. for the public good. This is also a deep and abiding 

concern of the nurse. The public good in Montana has been well served 

by a bo~rd made ~p of RNs, LPNs and Consumers who have the authority to 

rule on professional qualification requirements. 

Tlo", 3'~tf-:nr; ty for my profession as '.'1el I as others SliCh a:; med1cir.E: 

and la~ ii b~sed on a social contract with the public. A q~ote from 

A_ n0nab~dian exoresses this best. 

:'Th0re is a soclal contract between society and the prcFessions. 
Llli'.:ief' ; t5 terms, society grant" the professions author! tv over 
ft!r;c~i~)r)5 vital to itself and permit5 them considerable.autonomy 
in !:h,:;, conduct of their mvn affairs. in return, the professions 
ar2 expected to act responsibly, always mindful of the public 
tru~t. Self-regulation to assure quality in performance is at· 
th8 heart of this relationship." 

The Seard of Nursing has a1...,3,/5 act~d respor.:.:.ibly. I don't believC! .,T:/ 

pr'ofessional board has broken this public t.rust. There is n~) ba';!" for 

our self-resulaticn ability to be diminished as HB 409 will do. 

believe it is not a violation of public trust but the struggle ~ithin 

my profession to come to terms ~ith the entry level problem that 15 

proving in the caS3 of HB409 to be 50 very costly. Is the cost of this 

internal conflict to be the decreased right of self-governance? !f SQ, 

it is unwarranted. Montana nurses are in the process of working toward 

mutual resolution of the entry level issues. request that the committee 

allow the process to continue over the next two years. The proposed change 

in the Nurse Practice Act at this point is premature. 

Thank you for your consideration. 



EXHIBIT 24 
February 11, 1985 

Submitted to: 

TESTIMONY OPPOSING HOUSE BILL 409 

AMENDING THE MONTANA NURSING 

PRACTICE ACT 

House of Representatives Human Services 
and Aging Committee 
Montana State Legislature 

Respectfully submitted by: Lee Christie, R.N., M.S.N. 

Date: February 11, 1985 

1203 28th Street South, Apt. 84 
Great Falls, MT 59405 
(406/452-3830) 

Chairman Nancy Keenan, Vice-Chairman R. Budd Gould, and members of 

the Human Services and Aging Committee, I, Lee Christie, a practicing 

registered nurse in the State of Montana and experienced nurse 

educator, submit this written testimony which is a statement of my 

views in opposition to House Bill 409. I urge you to consider my 

views in your deliberation of this Bill. 

House Bill 409 in its amended form would amend the Montana Nursing 

Practice Act eliminating the authority of the Montana Board of 

Nursing to establish and define new or revised levels of qualifi-

cation requirements for entry into licensed nursing practice. Under 

the Nursing Practice Act in its present form, the statutory authority 

to establish and define qualification requirements for licensure, 

including nursing education and examination requirements, is vested 

in the Montana Board of Nursing, and appropriately so. 

It is crucial to the public health and safety of Montana citizens, 

that the nursing profession be permitted to maintain its professional 

autonomy and assert the specialized knowledge of nursing practice, 

education and service through the Board of Nursing's authority to 

establish and define professional standards for the qualification 

requirements for the practice of nursing. What group is better 

prepared than nurses who are actively engaged in nursing education 

and nursing service to knowledgeably and responsibly determine what 

type of learning content and experiences and how much time in academic 

years it takes to master the competencies deemed essential for safe 

effective practice? What group is better prepared than nurses to 

evaluate the need for reviewing and updating educational requirements 



Testimony Opposing House Bill 409 
Page 2 

in view of the technology and knowledge explosions taking place in 

nursing and health care and the demands of nursing employers for 

ever increasing levels of sophistication in the performance of 

nursing practitioners? What group is better prepared to evaluate 

I 

and make decisions about the qualification requirements for licensure ~ 

than the Board of Nursing comprised of experienced nursing practition~rs~ 
and educators and public members appointed by the Governor and 

functioning under a legislative mandate of protection of the public 

health and safety? Experienced and conscientious nursing educators, 

nursing service administrators, and nursing practitioners are acutely 

aware of how the nursing textbooks have tripled in size within the 

past ten years and how sophisticated nursing care in the modern health j 
care facility has become. 

By maintaining the statutory authority currently vested in the Board 

of Nursing, legislators permit the profession of nursing the degree 

of professional autonomy and the exercise of professional expertise 

and judgement necessary for the establishment and definition of licen

sure qualification requirements in an amount and at a level appropriate I 
for the protection of the public health and safety of the citizens of i 
Montana. To rescind this authority as HB-409 proposes is to deny the 

citizens of Montana the full benefits due them from the profession of 

nursing. 
, 

In accordance with the current level of authority vested in the Board 

of Nursing, establishment and definition of standards for licensure 

qualification requirements are accomplished by the administrative rule 

making process. This process not only permits the necessary level of 

professional expertise and judgement in considering the issues, it 

also permits a high degree of responsiveness in the face of needed 

change, and, simultaneously maintains a desirable degree of public 

scrutiny. The administrative rule making process is efficient, 

responsive and accountable. It is unnecessary to replace this process 

as HB-409 proposes and ultimately necessitate statutory change every

time revisions in the qualification requirements for the practice of 

nursing are deemed essential to keep pace with changing needs and 

demands of consumers of nursing and health care. 

~." .. 

~ 
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In essence, HB-409 will result in shifting the authority and the 

responsibility for maintaining appropriate qualification require

ments for the practice of nursing from the Board of Nursing to the 

Legislature. The underlying assumption is that the authority and 

responsibility to establish and define qualification requirements 

for a licensed profession are improperly vested in and delegated 

to the appointed professional board and need to be rescinded. 

Rescinding this authority for the Board of Nursing will necessitate 

a comprehensive review of the authority the legislature has vested 

in all other professional licensing boards in the State and the 

appropriate statutory revision to achieve consistency. This statutory 

review and revision process as well as the increased responsibility 

the Legislature will assume will add greatly :to the Legislature's 

already burdensome load and could prove to be unwieldly. To limit 

this shift in authority and responsibility to just the Board of 

Nursing and not consider other professional boards would be problem-

atic. The Board of Nursing has demonstrated responsibility and 

competence in fulfilling its legislative mandate. Singular action 

against the Board of Nursing simply would not be justified. 

One final point, HB-409 is not limited to just changes in levels of 

nursing education requirements; it addr~sses change in levels of 

entry requirements and licensure examination requirements are a part 

of these entry requirements. HB-409 would put the Legislature in a 

position of having to assume authority and responsibility for deter

mining what, if any, changes need to be made in the level of the 

required licensure examination scores as well. This shift in 

responsibility would add even more to the already burdensome load 

this bill would impose on the Legislature. 

I thank you for taking the time to read my testimony and affording me 

the opportunity to express my views in opposition to HB-409. If I 

can provide any additional information or clarification which would 

be helpful to you in deliberating the issues surrounding HB-409, 

please feel free to calIon me. Thank you again. 
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in::; the "onta.:1a .:3tat!: jo3or1 of Nur.;3i:1,; to ail other O:.lalifL:a.tions to the 

r·.!quire:'lent; to obtain a nur3in:~ li~~nse will Jo a.!1 iniustice to th~ Jracti:::-

in~ :1ur.:3~ a:1:1 t.o t:1e h·:!al tn car~ conS1..LT.er. 

';:''..llly )3.33c,1 the .:itate Boa.d. Of Nursing .;::;.;.;:a:uinatioa ·3.ni r~c(!ivi;!d. :ay i,ll licen5~. 

_~ feel th3.t iilt! to the fact that:;: passed the exact sa:ile exam as the + year 

..Ja.chl!lors ....iGt;ree stuients, i a;~, enti tL,d. to t~;! 3aiJe:ir.l.::: along wi t:1 the same 

)ay. I 10 not fe~l that just becau3e ai Y8ar student att~nds school for 

that .. ,any qua.rters .rla~es hira or her a. bett.er :1urse • 

.L feel that the .'.ontana X~.rrses Associatio:1 (.·;irA) .;roposal is not only a. 

~:-~:r:~3..t -tt :J.e as a. nurse, but to the ·...-h?le nursi:1;; :?roiessio::1, ,;.elica1 prof<!ssion, 

th~ :1':::301 tn care c :)~1su:n~r • 

.. ontana -:::1 t i..3::m. ::.. believe thi3 J.)roll03al ·,.;auli only raise th~ cost I)f 

h~3.1 th car,= ani .. ;ould leai to a :3~ortase of r:1.lr3e3~s?ecia.llJ in the rural 

are3.S of .';ontana. 

'::,ank YO:.1 for yo:.rr consiieration in thL'3 ;;la.tter. 
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STATEMENT ON HB 409 

I woul d 1 ike to make a statement in favor of HB 409 - a change 

intended to prevent implementation, by the State Board of Nursing, 

of the Montana Nurses Association's education proposal. 

In many professions there is a history of conflict between the 

academic world and the real world - that is, the day-to-day practice of 

the profession. Can it a conrlict between theory and practice, if you 

will. 

At first thought it might be tempting to clarify the disagreement 

and uproar in nursing over the entry into practice question as just another 

example of a clash between theory and practice. However, there are impli

cations concerning the nursing profession that I feel transform this 

conflict from one of intellectual interest into one of utmost importance 

for all involved - nursing professionals, hospitals, payors, and patients. 

These implications center around two issues: 

- The ability of the nursing professional to deliver high quality, 

effective patient care and 

- the economics currently surrounding health care. 

The ability of the nursing professional to deliver high quality health 

care is, of course, dependant on the education process. The majority of 

nurses practice in a hospital setting. The need in the field of nursing 

continues to be for well-trained clinicians. Yet statistics reflect that 
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4 year BSN graduates do not fare as well on State Board exams as do graduates J 

of the other two programs - associate degree and diploma programs. 

Hospitals across the country are finding that increased orientation and 

on-the-job training are necessary to prepare the four year graduate for the 

realities of the clinical world. It is ironic that the education program 

offering the least in terms of preparing clinicians should be proposed as the 

sole avenue of education. 

The majority of nurses prefer to practice in clinical positions, not in 

management. It would therefore seem appropriate to retain or, in some cases, 

re-institute the crucial clinical component in nursing education. 

As an administrator trying to manage in a cost-conscious environment 

the aspect of the four year BSN as minimum requirement for entry into prac--· 

tice raises the following questions in my mind: 

Who will pay? 

Vlho will pay for the extended orientation time necessary to prepare 

nurses to function in the real, clinical world? 

Who will pay for the internships or preceptorships that have been proposed 

as a means of preparing nurses to assume the role of clinician? Should hospital! 

assume this expense at a time when most are struggling to reduce operating costs' 

Should nursing students assume this expense, in addition to educational costs 

a 1 ready borne? 

Who will pay the increasing costs of education? It may be that the 

increasing costs and decreasing availability of student aid would effectively 

limit access to the nursing profession for many. 

I am not opposed to the BSN degree as preparation for a nursing career. 

I have a BSN in addition to a masters in Hospital Administration. However, 
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based on both my professional and personal experience, I feel changes should be 

required in most four-year programs, such as a re-focusing on clinical nursing 

practice, if they are to fulfill their responsibility to hospitals which employ 

the wide majority of nurses and to the nursing profession itself. 

Tana J. Casper, Director of Nursing 
Missoula Community Hospital 
2827 Fort Missoula Road 
Missoula, MT 59801 
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POSITION STATEMENT 

ADJUSTING THE "LEVEL OF ENTRY" REQUIREMENTS 
IN THE STATE OF MONTANA 

TO REQUIRE A BACCALAUREATE DEGREE FOR ALL NURSES 

Comments By: 
Donald E. Pizzini, 

Health Officer and Nursing Home Administrator 

I must preface my comments regarding this issue. While I am strongly 
opposed to requiring baccalaureate requirements for all registered, pro
fessional nurses, I have the highest professional respect and admiration 
for all degreed registered nurses. In my role as Health Officer for a 
local City-County Health Department, I have employed ~ degreed regis
tered nurses for the past 13 years. I have found these nurses to be 
extremely capable and competent individuals. The nature of their work 
centers around home, school and community services. These services are 
primarily preventative in nature. The clinical one-on-one "hands on ll 

care is li~ited. This activity requires significant abilities in pro
fessional writings; preparing and providing community health education 
programs; community public relations work; an ability to work with other 
professionals in the school and community regarding health needs and 
problems; a thorough understanding of the cause and control of communi
cable diseases; a thorough knowledge of the chronic diseases and support 
systems; and a knowledge of clinical and nursinq physical assessment 
skills. These services are generally provided without direct physician 
supervision. 

As an Administrator for the largest skilled nursing home in Montana for 

I 

the past eight (8) years, I have also had an opportunity to employ, su
pervise, and evaluate two and three year registered nurses and licensed 
practical nurses. I can say with equal intensity that these professional I 
nurses are also capable of performing excellent professional nursing ser- I 
vices. The nature of their work is strictly in a clinical setting pro
voding hands-on-care to patients. I have not had a single incident occur ~ 
during this time that would make me wonder if additional schooling should = 
have been required in their training. They are capable of providing a 
very professional level of services. In my discussions with other nurs-
ing home administrators and acute care hospital administrators, I have 
never heard a 2 or 3 year RN or LPN belittled because of their education 
and training. Each administrator has the responsibility to assess each 
job responsibility and to fill that position with a person who has the 
education, training and experience to adequately accomplish the required 
tasks and goals of the position. 

I am opposed to the proposed baccalaureate level of entry requirement for 
professional nurses for the following reasons: 
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1. Demeaninq In Nature. Such a requirement would assume or indicate 
that the current educational requirements and professional per
formance of 2 and 3 year registered nurses and LPN's are unsatis
factory and inadequate, requiring serious upgrading. In all my 
years of health administration, I have never heard another admin
istrator, a physician, a patient, or a family member comment on 
the Quality of care provided by a specific type of nurse. I 
have never heard that care could have been improved if the LPN 
had been an RN, or if a 2 year RN had been a 3 year RN, etc. 

I have been impressed, however, that the recipients of nursing 
care - regardless of nursing level - has generally performed a 
high level of service. The problems administrators deal with 
reqarding nursing care are generally sDecific by individual ra
ther than by nursing level. 

All registered nurses, whether 2, 3 or 4 year RN's, are required 
to take and pass the same Nursing Board exams. I have read and 
have been told that the 2 and 3 year nurses fare as well in the 
exams as the 4 year nurses. In the clinical aspects of nursing, 
I have also been told the 2 and 3 year nurses may ev~n perform 
better. This is probably the result of the more intense clini
cal nursing training received rather than one would get in a 4 
year, more liberalized nursing program. 

LPN's receive a shortened specific course of instruction and work 
under the direct supervision of an RN. Their work has also been 
very beneficial in both the acute and long term care settings. 

I believe the onus is on the proponents of haccalaureate level of 
entry for nurses to properly demonstrate that LPN's and 2 and 3 
year RN's have fallen short in their responsibilities and do not 
measure up in the delivery of patient care. 

I am equally not convinced that requiring the additional educa
tion would, in fact, improve patient care on a proportionate 
basis. It may, in fact, have a negative result in that excep
tionally trained professionals may have more difficulty in per
forming routine and tedious duties on a daily basis in hospital 
and nursing home settings. 

2. Will Cause A Shortage Qf Nursing Personnel. I believe any attempt 
to increase nurse level of entry requirements will produce an even 
greater shortage of nurses than is now experienced. A cursory re
view of Montana newspapers will indicate a continual advertisement 
campaiqn to recruit nurses for hospital and nursing home settings. 
Some employees even have to resort to utilizing very expensive 
national nurse IIpoolsll in order to fill vacancies. Other employees 
have had to recruit from other states to fill staffing requirements. 
One needs to keep in mind that if staffing levels cannot be main
tained in certain health care settings, the facility license can be 
jeopardized and even revoked. In addition, where nursing staff 
levels cannot be maintained, facilities have to be concerned with 
increased liability potentials. Large monetary suits are being 
levied against health care facilities for inadequate care as a 
result of less than satisfactory staffing. 
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Rural areas in Montana will be hit the hardest. Rural hospitals 
and nursin~ home settings traditionally staff their facilities 
with available nursing professionals from all levels - LPN's and 
2, 3 and 4 year RN's. To eliminate anyone of the levels of nurs
ing expertise would surely add to the current problems of rural 
staffing. Recruiting for nurses outside of an immediate geogra
phical area for rural hospitals and nursing homes is both non
productive and extremely expensive -- for obvious reasons. 

It is also my personal opinion that, if one were to determine the 
total number of individuals currently enrolled in approved schools 
for LPN's, 2 and 3 year RN's, and 4 year RN's, one could expect a 
serious reduction if the level of entry was adjusted to require a 
baccalaureate degree. There are specific reasons why individuals 
select different levels of nursing training. These may include 
available finances; time required to complete training; qeoqraphi
cal location of approved nursing school; family responsibilities, 
etc. These factors would surely prohibit many of the nursing can
didates from entering and completing a four year program. 

3. Will Increase Health Care Financial Exoenditures. To increase the 
level of entry requirements would have' an equal and corresponding 
increase in nursing expenditures. This increase would come about 
primarily in two respects: 

a. Due to the expected shortage of personnel as documented 
above, nursing employees could expect and demand increased 
salaries simply by reason of the law of supply and demand. 
This process can be seen intermittently in action during 
periods of unavailable nursing personnel. When nursing per
sonnel are in demand, salary demands go up accordingly. In 
addition, great competition occurs throughout the health 
care provider settings in an attempt to recruit and main
tain the limited supply of available nurses. Incentives of 
increased wages and benefits are offered to entice available 
personnel to specific facilities. This, in turn, causes in
creased per day charges in hospitals, etc., in order to gen
erate revenues to pay for increased wages and benefits. The 
whole trend is truly inflationary. 

b. Increased costs can also be expected by the nursing profes
sion simply because of the upgraded level of education. The 
more education one receives or is required to receive, the 
greater the compensation one expects and deserves. 

In my opinion, within the hospital and nursing home settings, 
only a few limited positions, in fact, require a four year 
level of education in order to provide a high quality of nurs
ing care acceptable to the recipients. Anything else provided 
can be compared with putting "frosting on the cake" -- and 
this particular frosting comes very expensive. 
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One other aspect I would like to address is that there appear to be con
cerns regarding: 1) the non-acceptability of previous credits earned as 
applied for baccalaureate purposes, and 2) allowing previously licensed 
LPNls and 2 and 3 year RNls the right to continue working through the 
merits of a IIgrandfatherll clause. I continue to be opposed to this level 
of entry modification even if both of the above concerns can be properly 
accomplished. If approved baccalaureate schools of nursing were to 
recognize and give full credit to all education at the other levels for 
baccalaureate purposes, and if they would not discriminate against nurses 
already trained by way of a IIgrandfatherll clause, this would only benefit 
society on a short term basis. This may even quell the concerns of those 
currently working in the profession and those currently in schools of 
nursing. However, as a health care professional, I feel I must also look 
beyond the next few years and predict the results of such action in the 
years to come. The reasons given above in opposition to the proDosed 
action apply to both the short term and long term results and its impact 
on quality care for Montana residents. 

In conclusion, I feel the current levels of nursing providing for a mix 
of abilities are adequately meeting the needs of society at the lowest 
possible expense. With health care costs as they are, plus the medical 
inflationary trends over the past two decades, society is not in a posi
tion to assume the impact both in quality care and in expenditure by 
adjusting the level of entry requirements. We have an obligation to 
assure the people of Montana that this proposed movement does not occur 
in this State. 
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Testim:my on House Bill 409 by Gretchen Fitzgerald 
1 

Thle to the tremerrlaus ccmplexity of health care today, tre le:Jal rami-

fications, the high technology, am. the nursing process, Nursin;] 

Administrators are bein;] forcErl to look very closely at preparatory 

Erlucational levels for all employees they hire. 

Ehlployers of nurses in all health care settings throughout the country 

are frequently addressing Erlucational requirements for nursing positions. 

This has becane a natural evoh: ::ion in all professions, arrl aontana :mest, o1x.... 
~ ~look to t.h2 future of preparing nurses to meet the changing danands. 

I Sl-~.ak:. in opf.X)sition to House Bill 409. 'I'han.lc you. 
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February 8, 1985 

Nancy Keenan, Chairperson 
Human Resources Committee 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59620 

Dear Nancy and other Committee Members: 

We the undersigned, support HB 409. 

We feel the level of entry issue should be decided by the 
Legislature, not the Board of Nursing. 
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~ e Post Secondary Vocational Technical Education 

II /I Y Misso~la Vocational • Adult Continuing Education 

bHI~Eeducotion Technical Center ______ e __ c_om_m_un_it_y_S_er_vl_·ce ______ _ 

Phone (406) 721·1330 909 South Avenue West 

February 8, 1985 

Nancy Keenan, Chairperson 
Human Resources Committee 
State Capitol 
Helena, Montana 59620 

Dear Nancy and other Committee Members: 

Missoula, Montana 59801 

We the undersigned Practical Nursing Faculty are in support 
of House Bill 409. We believe that since the level of entry 
issue has broad implications for many people including 
potential future students, the issue should be decided by a 
larger, more representative body. This bill would make 
that a legislative decision, by persons representing all 
people in Montana. 

A STATE DESIGNATED POST-SECONDARY VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER 

Accredited by Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges 



CONCERNED NURSES 
Of MONTANA . ,. , 

Box 45~2 Missoula, Montana 59806 

"2 ..... -----J February 11, 1985 

Testimony in support of HB 409 

Submitted by Linda M. Smith 
729 Prince 
Missoula, MT 59801 

I am a registered nurse. I have worked as a staff nu+se in four 

different hospitals in three states over the past ten years. I am a member 

of Concerned Nurses of Montana, the American Nurses Association, and the 

Montana Nurses Association. , , 

I am testifying as a spokesperson for Concerned Nurses of Montana. Our 

membership includes both registered nurses and licensed practical nurses. 

}~ny of our members are staff nurses in hospitals and nursing homes. }~ny 

individuals are unable to attend this hearing because of that fact. Patient 

care cannot be postponed to alloH nurses to attend a hearing. 

Concerned Nurses of Montana is in support of House Bill 409 and the 

amendment to House Bill 409. Our intent and support for this bill is not to 

delete the Board of Nursing's authority to change any qualifications for 

licensure, but rather to ensure that the Board of Nursing does not have the 

authority to change the educational requirements for entry into nursing. 

The introduction of this bill is in response to proposed changes in the 

educational entry level by the Montana Nurses Association, or MNA. MNA is 

the state affiliate of the American Nurses Association, or AHA. I'lNA's 

proposal Hould require that persons taking the licensing exam for licensed 

practical nurses, or LPNs, must be graduates of tHo-year associate degree 

programs and that persons taking the licensing exam for registereu nurses, 

nr R~s, be graduates of four-year baccalaureate programs. The changes would 

be effective in 1992. 'rhus, program changes Hould have to occm: as early 

as 1988. 
The educational proposal Has established by the ANA and is being pursued 

by many of the affiliated state nurses associations. To date, no state has 

implemented the proposal. Consequently, ANA is providing grant money to the 

~\,ate associations in an attempt to secure the passage of thp :pr~posatt:; .. I1NA 

has received $42,000 in grant money. 
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ANA's membership includes approximately 13%-1~ of the nation's 

pract~cing RNs. MNA's membership includes approximately 18% of Montana's 
• fiNs. Yany of us, possibly a large majority of MNA's membership, belong to 

ANA and MNA due to the collective bargaining services and not because we 

support the educational level of entry proposal. Polls have sho~m that the 

majority of nurses believe that ANA's policies do not reflect the consensus 

Qf its own membership let alone the nursing profession in general. 

A brief review of the current nursing programs and some facts and 

figures pertinent to Montana will be helpful. Currently, LPNs attend a 

one-year vocational/technical program. RNs may attend either a two-year 

assolJiate degree (AD) program, a three-year diploma program, or a four, 

year baccalaureate (BSN) program. Nationwide, graduates of LPN prograIJ1s 

take the same licensing exam. Nationwide, graduates of all t~ree tlfPes of 

RN programs take the same licensing exam. The National Council of state 

Boards of Nursing conducted a study and determined that the exam is a valid 

test for the safe and effective practice of entry level RNs. Graduates of 

all three RN programs are employed in all areas of health ~re, assume the 

same responsibilities, and receive the same salaries. 

In Montana, there are approximately 7,000 RNs and 3,000 LPNs. Montana 

has five LPN programs located in Helena, Great Falls, Missoula, Billings, 

and Butte. There are hro associate degree programs located in Havre and 

I1Hes City. There are two baccalaureate programs located in Helena and 

Bozeman. 

It is necessary that you understand some of the consequences of MNA's 

educational entry level proposal before you vote on House Bill 409. The 

majority of the arguments surrounding the proposal are included in the 

lengthy paper you have received from Concerned Nurses. If you did not 

rece+ve a copy, let me know, I have some extra copies VIith me. A brief 

review of some of the issues surrounding the proposal will demonstrate that 

not only nurses will be affected by the proposal, but rather, all of health 

Studies conclude that the predominant reasons that students choose one 

of the four types of programs are the length, the cost, and the geographic 

location of the school. In a large rural state, like f1ontana, geographic 

location is a very important consideration. 

If ~mA's educational proposal were implemented, the decreased access 

and the increased cost of nursing education would exclude many individuals 

from nursing. The exclusion would be shared by ethnic minorities, rural 
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citizens, single parents, and individuals in lower socio-economic classes. 

A large percentage of nurses and nursing students are female. Women 

hea~'~er one fourth of the households in this country and more than one 

third of those households are below the poverty line. Two out of three 

c"dul ts who are poor are women. Educa tional access to a predominantly 

female profession should not be decreased. In addition, a large percentage 

of tpe students enrolled in LPN and associate degree programs are nontradi

tional students. Those students are unable to choose programs based upon 

the same criteria that traditional students do. 

~mA's educational entry level proposal includes a grandfather clause 

Hhich would protect the current LPN and RN license holders. However, if it 

is believed that AD, .diplima, and one-year LPN graduates are inferior 

practitioners, it VTould be in the best interests of the consumer not to 

grandfath8r those individuals. If AD, diploma, and one-year LPN graduates 

are not inferior practitioners, then the level of entry proposal is 

unnecessary. 

Proponents of the proposal will state that the changes are necessary 

for the future due to the advances that have been made in medical technology. 

However, this proposal was originally introduced in 1923. '!here has 

certainly been many major medical advances since that time such as intensive 

care units, open heart surgery, organ transplants, and respirators. All 

fow.: types of educational programs have undergone curriculum changes in 

response to medical changes. There is no reason to believe that they will 

not continue to do so in the future. 

Another important issue resulting from the educational proposal is 

interstate mobility and license reciprocity. Nurses are licensed only in 

the state in which the licensing exam is taken. Nurses currently may obtain 

a license to practice in an8ther state by applying for license reciprocity 

through that :3 tate 's Board cf Nursing. If 110ntana were to implement MNA's 

proposal, nurses from other states that are graduates of AD, diploma, and 

one-year LPN programs would not receive license reciprocity in Montana and 

HOul~ be unable to practice nursing in Montana. Only about 36% of the nurses 

in this count~J are baccalaureate graduates. There are verJ few two-year 

Lf~ programs in the country. In addition to the decreased number of nurs~ng 

gmduatGs in Montana and 11 limited number of nurses eligible to receive 

license reciprocity in Montana, nurses drop out of the field at a rate 9+, 
30%-40%. 

'In 1983, all of the graduates of Montana's associate degree programs 
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remained in Montana to take their licensing exams. Only 78% of Montana's 

baccalaureate graduates remained in Montana to take their licensing exams. 
" 

+mpleme~tation of MNA's level of entry proposal will very likely create a 

nursing shortage. The Federal Institute of Medicine concluded that a 

nurping phortage would occur if the number of nursing graduates declines 

by more than 4%. The above facts represent a much larger decrease than that. 

National polls have been done regarding the educational entry level 

~roposal, Between 73% and 85% of the respondents were opposed to the 

proposal. The Montana Nurses Association claims to have ta~en a.100% survey 

of tpe RNs and LPNs in Montana. However, some of us did not receive the 

questionnaire at all, and many individuals reveived it after the return , . 

deadline. The information that MNA included emphasized the pOsitive effects 

of the proposal. The survey was not an impartial poll. Not surprisingly, 

of the 17% of the questionnaires that were returned, a total of 55.5% 

s~pported the proposal. Also included in the questionnaire was a list of 

pos}tive and negative consequences of the educational entry level proposal. 

The first four most common choices of all respondents were negative 

consequences of the proposal. Those top four choices included that there 

would probably be an increased cost for nursing care without any improvement 

in the qlality of nursing care. 

The increased length and cost of education combined with a decreased 

supply of nurses will increase health care costs and Hill possibly decrease 

the availability and the quality of health care. Health care is already out 

?f the financial reach on many individuals. Further increases in cost 

~ithout any increase in the quality of care is a burden that consumer~ 

cannot accept. 

As stated previously, the majority of the members of Concerned Nurses 

of Nontana are staff nurses employed by hospitals and nursing homes. Staff 

nurses are in direct contact with patients daily and serve as patient 

advocates. As advocates for those patients and as nurses, we support House 

Btll409. MNA's educational entry level proposal is not needed for the safety 

and welfare of health care consumers, and it is not desired by the majority 

of nurses. 

We realize that legislators prefer not to decide licensing requirements. 

However, we ask that you accept that responsibility in reference to HNA's 

educational entry level proposal and support House Bill 409. This issue . 
affects not only nurses, but also potential nursing students, health care 

providers, and health care consumers. Health care is an issue that affects 
,: t 
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everyone. The authority to decide an issue of this magnitude snould ~ 

be hehd by the appointed members of the Board of Nursing. That authority 
. ", 
should be held only by the elected representatives in the legislature. 

Board members are not directly accountable to the consumer, legislators 

are. 

'Thank you. 

Linda H. S mi th 



Representative Cohen 
.Montana state Legislature 

Capitol Station 
P.O. Box 19 

.Helena, MT 59620 

Dear Mr. Cohen: 

February 8, 1985 

EXHIBIT 26 
February 11, 1985 

• The proposed changes to the Nurse Practice Act, as described in House Bill 
409, would abolish the authority of the Board of Nursing to establish qualify
ing standards for licensure of professional nurses and practical nurses, thus 

~aking any changes an act of legislation. The effect of this change would make 
all qualifications for nursing licensure statutory in nature. 

We, the undersigned, find that the ramifications of this proposed change 
-are far reaching, setting an unfavorable precedent that could impact on other 

regulatory boards. To date the Legislature has opted to give regulatory bodies 
discretion in setting professional standards. Therefore, we, the undersigned, 

Mrequest that you vote ~Q on House Bill 409. 

- Maura Fields, R.N., B.S.N. 
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IF YOU CARE TO WRITE COMMENTS, ASK SECRETARY FOR WITNESS STATEMENT FORM. 

PLEASE LEAVE PREPARED STATEMENT WITH SECRETARY. 
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